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ABSTRACT
The main goal of this dissertation work is to expand our knowledge on dynamic
information sensemaking by investigating the performance, visual attention allocation and cue
usage in a multiple-point relative judgment of Time to Contact task (TTC, defined as the time
remaining for moving objects to certain locations). More specifically, is to better understand
human’s visual behavior and judgement strategy in terms of cue usage in a specific multiple-point
relative judgment TTC task. The following two main research questions were raised in the study:
Q1. Which visual cue(s) provided in the stimulus play more important role in a TTC
judgement with multiple-points (lateral motion)? Are there any other factors that
would affect the cue usage?
Q2. Is a relative judgement of TTC task constrained by cognitive capacity? If so, how
would the performance, and visual attention allocation changes according to the
number of the moving objects?
Literature review helps to narrow down the visual cues to be Relative location (RL), Tau
and Velocity. A lateral TTC task was designed with the independent variables being the number
of objects (2, 3, …, 9), Task Question (A–which the first-arrival is; B–which is the fastest) and
Game complexity level (low and high). Task performance including reaction time and accuracy,
participants’ perceived judgement strategies and scanpath was collected. The trend of
performance and the perceived judgement strategies against the object number was discussed. A
paired comparison between the scanpath was conducted using vector-based scanpath. At end, a
supervised learning was conducted to predict participants’ search strategy.
Our analysis reveals that, among the three chosen visual cues: Relative location (RL),
Tau and Velocity, participants prefer to rely on relative location to make judgement in all
conditions (Q1), but the performance from those who rely on RL is relatively worse under the
iii

low Game complexity setting. Tau is more relied on in Task A but still not as popular as RL.
Velocity is the least preferred cue even in the Task B, which requires a judgment of relative
velocity.
Data shows that number of objects (Obj#) affects the performance significantly. ANOVA
results shows significant effects from Obj# on reaction time (P=0.004) and accuracy (P=0.000).
More objects yield worse performance: the range of reaction time is 2.00s (Obj# = 2) to 2.72s
(Obj# = 9); the range of accuracy is 79.8% (Obj# = 9) to 91.0% (Obj# =2). Therefore, this
relative judgement of TTC task in lateral motion case is constrained by cognitive capacity (Q2).
Under condition of A2 (Task A, high Game complexity) and B2 (Task B, high Game
complexity), the threshold for performance above which the reaction time trend alters is fiveobject level and eight-object level. Consistently, the perceived strategy tends to change around
five-object level and eight-object level under these two conditions: Relative location cue usage
drops and the Tau usage increases when object number is five under A2 and B2 conditions
(statistically significant in B2).
A total of nine features were defined to get a fixed-dimension feature sets that can well
represent the scanpath information. Proposed three models (Model 1 contains only the nine
features; Model 2 adds quadratic items in; Model 3 adds two more interaction items) are trained
through a support vector machine. Model 2 and 3 perform better in predicting participants’
search strategy but suffer from the high variance issue, which could be resolved with more data.
An inconsistency between the perceived strategy and the expected scanpath pattern is found,
ending up with a low accuracy for the models to predict Tau group and Velocity group scanpath.
The inconsistence adds to the difficulty for training a model for this type of task.
Findings from this study enrich our understanding of the relative judgement in a multiplepoint time to contact task as the objects move in a lateral direction. Methodology applied here can
be extended to study an approaching motion case.
iv
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Glossary
Terms

Definition

DSI

Dynamic spatial information

TTC
Tau
Relative location
(RL)
Velocity
RL+Tau
RL+Velocity
Tau+Velocity
Level
Condition
A1
A2

Time to contact, defined as the time remaining for moving objects to certain
locations
Refers to the Tau-margin model to calculate the TTC assuming human relies
on optical information. Also refers to the visual cue of optical gap information
in the lateral motion case.
Refers to the visual cue of distance informance between the moving objects
Refers to the local velocity that could be used as the visual cue in the
interested task
Refers to one of the combined strategy group(considering both Relative
location and Tau) categorized based on the written strategy through the
intepretation
Refers to one of the combined strategy group(considering both Relative
location and Velocity) categorized based on the written strategy through the
intepretation
Refers to one of the combined strategy group(considering both Tau and
Velocity) categorized based on the written strategy through the intepretation
Refers to one of the independent variables and the most relevant factor: the
number of objects
There are four conditions in this study, resulting from two different Tasks and
two different Game complexity level
It is one of the four conditions as designed in the task: Task A – First Arrival
in low Game Complex setting, where tau is a reliable judgement cue for
velocity.
One of the four conditions: Task A – First Arrival in high Game Complex
setting, where tau is not a reliable judgement cue for velocity.

B1

B1 refers to one of the four conditions: Task B – Fastest in low Game
Complex setting.

B2

B2 refers to one of the four conditions: Task B – Fastest in high Game
Complex setting.

Shape

It is one of the five features that were developed to compare two scanpath
(Jarodzka, Holmqvist, & Nyström, 2010).

Length

It is one of the five features that were developed to compare two scanpath
(Jarodzka, Holmqvist, & Nyström, 2010).

Position

It is one of the five features that were developed to compare two scanpath
(Jarodzka, Holmqvist, & Nyström, 2010).

Direaction

It is one of the five features that were developed to compare two scanpath
(Jarodzka, Holmqvist, & Nyström, 2010).

Duration

It is one of the five features that were developed to compare two scanpath
(Jarodzka, Holmqvist, & Nyström, 2010).
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The main objective of this dissertation work is to expand our knowledge on dynamic
information sensemaking by investigating the performance, visual attention allocation and cue
usage in a multiple point relative judgment of Time to Contact (TTC, defined as the time
remaining for moving objects to certain locations) task. As an example of the dynamic
information, TTC tasks have been studied widely since the 1970s by many scholars, whose work
provided much valuable information regarding potential visual cues that human could use to
make a TTC judgement, regarding the cognitive capacity would impair the performance in
multiple point settings. Yet there still is a gap in current literature that present the opportunity in
better understanding human’s visual behavior and judgement strategy in terms of cue usage in a
specific multiple-point relative judgment TTC task.

Problem Statement

Original Problem
Dynamic spatial information (DSI) refers to geospatial information that is changing
continuously. Such information is used to identify geographic location of boundaries on Earth,
like forest fire consuming in Figure 1-1a, or land use as in satellite remote images to help monitor
Earth feature change (Weng 2002; Lu et al. 2004), and it can also present dynamic medical
images (fMRI, CT) assisting diagnosis and treatment (Diaz, et al., 2015). Generally speaking, to
make sense of DSI, the observers need to eventually make a timely and accurate estimation of the
1

future status or outcomes. Take the forest fire as an example, observers should be able to decide
on how long it would take the fire to consume towards the edge of the screen, or how much
damage it will cost after a given time period, and so on. To the best of our knowledge, it is not
well understood that how human perceives dynamic spatial information, that is, the rate of change
in space.

a
0

3

1

5

2

4

b

c Start

Destination

Figure 1-1. Dynamic spatial information and simplification (a) Forest fire simulation; (b) Frontier
pixels/dots leading the fire; (c) Simplified Task- Time to contact judgement with multiple object

Simplification
Sense-making process for dynamic special information is task-dependent (Rensink, 2002)
and the content plays an important role in the judgment too. We need to extract the nature of DSI
2

in a given task environment and content, in order to have insights into the cognitive process
through leveraging current studies. Therefore, we simplified DSI such as the forest fire based on
the task goal and content, and reduced information cues that might have impact on the cognitive
process. Take forest fire spread (Figure 1-1a) as an example, the task goal for observers is to
estimate how long it would take the fire to consume towards the edge of the screen. If we notice
that this rate of change in space is leading by certain frontier pixels (Figure 1-1b), we can then
simplify such dynamic special information into multiple objects moving across the screen (Figure
1-1c). Thus, the task becomes to make a judgement of time to contact (TTC) of these multiple
objects (Figure 1-1c) in a lateral motion. And the problem becomes how do human make a
judgement in a multiple-point TTC task in a lateral motion.

TTC Background
In the 1970s, David Lee and his team (Ingle, et al, 1984) brought out the concept time-tocontact (TTC), defined as the remaining time for moving object(s) to reach certain location(s).
The ability to estimate TTC is essential in various daily, professional and industrial settings, like
avoiding car collision and air traffic control, etc. Lee’s research interests focused on judgment of
TTC during baseball catching, where the moving object is approaching observers (Fig 1-2,
Approaching Motion). He developed the Tau-margin model (mostly referred as Tau theory) to
calculate the TTC assuming human relies on optical information (Ingle, et al, 1984). The model
was also modified to accommodate the situation when the moving object moves laterally towards
other location, called lateral motion (See Figure 1-2).
From 1990-2000, a number of experimental studies (Schiff & Oldak, 1990; Kaiser &
Mowafy, 1993; Regan & Hamstra, 1993; Regan and Hamstra, 1993; Tresilian, 1995; Delucia &
Novak, 1997; Novak,1997) were conducted and they provided more insights to understand TTC
3

judgment. There are two types of task in these studies: prediction-motion task (PM task) and
relative judgment task (RJ task). The latter is the focus of this study. In PM task, participants are
asked to predict the moment when a moving target touches a designated position, and the moving
target will disappear before it arrives the destination. RJ task, on the other hand, doesn’t require
the exact timing estimation. TTC judgment is more accurate in lateral motion case than in
approach motion (Schiff & Oldak, 1990). A recent study (Matsumiya and Kaneko, 2008) showed
that eye pursuit can increase the accuracy of TTC estimation in approach motion setting, which is
consistent with Lee’s remarks (Ingle, et al, 1984). Although most of the empirical data is
consistent with the premise that humans use optical TTC information (i.e., Tau theory), results
indicate that optical resources alone are not sufficient for a skilled timing estimation. This
conclusion seems to be more undeniable in relative judgment (RJ) tasks.

Figure 1-2. Definition of Tau in two types of motion with constant velocity

Judgment of TTC is known to be constrained by cognitive processing capacity when
dealing with multiple objects. It is more commonly reported in the prediction-motion task (PM
task) (Novak,1997; Baurès, et al. 2010), while researchers (Tresilian, 1995) argued that the
influence of cognition procedure may be minimized in relative judgement task (RJ task)
compared with PM task (Delucia and Novak, 1997). It was found that viewers might be more
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efficient at using multiple sources of information with fewer targets but also, they could use
veridical information more effectively as targets number increases (Delucia and Novak, 1997),
indicating different search strategies in different settings. As stated before, PM task design
(Novak,1997) makes the TTC judgment rely more on the visual memory since the objects will
disappear before observers make decisions and more importantly, observers have no clue which
object is the target one in a multi-point setting. This could be the reason why no visual search
pattern has been found in AM tasks. However, relative judgment task (RJ task), such as in
Delucia & Novak’s study (Delucia and Novak, 1997) is similar to a visual search task. Therefore,
researchers predicted that observers adopted different visual search strategies as the number of
objects increases. It is reasonable to assume that level would have impact on the visual search
pattern and strategy in TTC relative judgment. The cognitive capacity limitation has been found
in both the approaching and lateral motion cases. However, studies on TTC task mainly focus on
approaching motion instead of lateral motion (as shown in Figure 1-2).

Motivation
To the best of our knowledge, no direct performance, search strategy data, and visual
search behavior data was collected and discussed to explain the judgement strategy in the
multiple-point relative judgment of TTC task. We understand that perception is the very first step
of information process, therefore, human observer relies on perceived visual information to make
sense of both static and dynamic information. Observers’ visual attention allocation pattern
during the task could provide insights into their cognitive process, and it could shed light on their
strategy in terms of visual cue usages to fulfill the task (Hayhoe & Ballard, 2005; Droll, et al.,
2007). Therefore, this dissertation topic was proposed to fill the gap with the motivation of a
better understanding of visual cue usage in this multiple-point TTC relative judgment task.
5

Research questions
The following two main research questions were raised in the study:
Q1. Which visual cue(s) provided in the stimulus play more important roles in a TTC
judgement with multiple-points (lateral motion)? Are there any other factors that
would affect the cue usage?
Q2. Is a relative judgement of TTC task constrained by cognitive capacity? If so, how
would the performance, and visual attention allocation changes according to the
number of the moving objects?

Dissertation Organization
The remainder of this dissertation is structured as follows. Chapter 2 summarizes the
relevant research work on TTC task in multiple point setting, visual cues in TTC tasks, scanpath
representation, scanpath comparison and scanpath with search strategy. Chapter 3 describes the
research methodology including task design and experimental design. Chapter 4 analysis
performance data as well as the perceived strategy. Chapter 5 discuss scanpath data including
scanpath visualization, vector-based scanpath comparison and supervised learning based on
scanpath to predict the strategy. Chapter 6 provides a summary of the findings and conclusions
for the dissertation, and also a discussion on the limitations and future research.

6

Chapter 2

Literature Review

Time-to-contact judgment

TTC background
In the 1970s, David Lee brought out the concept time-to-contact (TTC), defined as the
remaining time for moving object(s) to reach certain location(s). This concept was derived in
baseball practice, but the ability to estimate TTC is essential in various daily, professional and
industrial settings, like avoiding car collision, air traffic control, etc. Lee’s research interests lie in
judgment of TTC during baseball catching, where the moving object is approaching observers
(Figure 2-1, Approaching Motion). In this case, he and his team developed the Tau-margin model
(mostly referred as Tau theory) to calculate TTC, assuming human relies on optical information.
The model was also modified to accommodate the situation when the moving object is not
approaching the observer, that is, when the moving object moves laterally towards other location,
which is called lateral motion (See Figure 2-1, Lateral Motion). Figure 2-1 also shows the
definitions and equations of Tau theory (Ingle et al., 1984) given these two motion cases. Note
that in these two models, the object is moving at a constant velocity.

7

Figure 2-1. Definition of Tau (Ingle et al., 1984) in two types of motion with constant velocity, v

From 1990-2000, a number of experimental studies on time-to-contact judgement (Schiff
& Oldak, 1990; Kaiser & Mowafy, 1993; Regan & Hamstra, 1993; Regan and Hamstra, 1993;
Tresilian, 1995; Delucia & Novak, 1997; Novak,1997) were conducted and they provided more
insights to understand judgment of TTC.
There are two types of tasks in these studies: prediction-motion (PM) task and relative
judgment (RJ) tasks. In PM task, participants are asked to predict the moment when a moving
target touches a designated position. This is the task that represents the original TTC judgement
problem – baseball catching. In such task, the moving target will disappear before it arrives the
destination. Two common approaches to collecting the estimated TTC, one is that the participants
need to take a certain action (like button press) at the moment when they think that disappeared
object arrives, and the other is the participants will hear a beep and make a judgement if that beep
occur before, exactly at or after the object arrives. On the other hand, relative judgment (RJ) task
doesn’t require an exact timing estimation. In a traditional RJ task, there are two targets
approaching the viewer, and the viewer needs only to detect the first-arrival target. The paths that
each of the two objects take may vary.

8

Key findings in these TTC judgement experiments cover the accuracy of estimated TTC
and the factors that will affect the accuracy. The estimated TTC value and its inaccuracy were
found to increase with the increasing of actual TTC value (threshold is around 2 secs). Besides,
TTC judgment is more accurate in lateral motion case than in approach motion (Schiff & Oldak,
1990). A recent study (Matsumiya et al. 2008) showed that eye pursuit can increase the accuracy
of TTC estimation in an approach motion setting, which is consistent with Lee’s remarks (Ingle et
al., 1984). Although most of the empirical data is consistent with it the theory that human use
optical TTC information, i.e., Tau theory, some results still indicated that optical resources are
not sufficient for a skilled timing (Tresilian, 1999), which seems to be more undeniable in RJ
tasks.

TTC judgment with multiple objects
Judgment of TTC is known to be constrained by cognitive processing especially with
more complex situations like multiple objects. It is reported more common in PM tasks (Baurès et
al., 2010; Novak,1997), while Tresilian (1995) argues that the influence of cognition procedure
may be minimized in RJ tasks compared with PM tasks.

For PM task
Two objects in a PM task were analyzed by Baurès et al. (2010) most recently, where
participants were asked to estimate the absolute TTC of two targets simultaneously. The results
showed that TTC for first-arriving object was estimated unaffectedly compared with one-object
condition, while the second-arriving object was overestimated, which indicated the proactive
interference of the first-arriving object and there is a bottleneck or capacity sharing at the central
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stage according to psychological refractory period (PRP). An earlier study run by Novak (1997)
tested PM judgment with up to six targets (see Figure 2-2), where absolute TTC estimation is
needed for the one target (one target setting) or a chosen one target among three or six targets.
Here is a detailed summary of the study: In the series of three experiments, the author discussed
how limited-capacity would affect PM judgment as set-size increases in first experiment, and
post-cue (after targets disappear, cue usaged to identify the target to be estimate) delay was
manipulated in later two experiments. Results from first two experiments showed that with setsize (i.e., number of target objects) increasing, estimation performance got worse (when TTC is 4
sec); similar trend was found with post-cue delay time. This indicated that set-size-effect did exist
in PM tasks. Last experiment fixed scan-time-per-object in order to investigate whether the scan
strategy caused the set-size-effect, but results didn’t yield to a yes to that question.

Figure 2-2. Task interface in Novak’s study (Novak, 1997, Figure 2.2)
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For RJ task
Tresilian (1995) argues that the influence of cognition procedure may be minimized in RJ
tasks compared with PM tasks (Delucia & Novak, 1997). One important study (Delucia & Novak,
1997) on RJ tasks with multiple targets (Figure 2-3) is reported here.

Figure 2-3. Task interface in a RJ task with multiple targets approaching (Delucia & Novak, 1997, Figure
1)

In this study, up to eight targets were used in two settings in approaching cases. First
setting was ‘identification task’: similar with typical RJ task that viewers were asked to identify
the first-arriving (FA) object among all the targets presented; the second setting was more like
‘detection task’, which presented two scenarios. One had a FA object (target-present), while the
other one didn’t have a FA object(target-absent), that is all the objects will approach at the same
time. Viewers were asked to detect which one had a FA object, i.e. the target as in typical
detection task. Results from the first setting showed that reaction time decreases with increasing
targets, indicating that judgment of TTC was indeed constrained by limited-capacity cognition
procedure. Accuracy for setting one is higher than chance probability but “size-approaching
effect” exist. Second setting showed a shorter reaction time with eight targets, which was
explained by author as “detection performance may be less constrained by limits in cognitive
process than “identification performance”. Some potential search behavior or cognitive allocation
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strategies were discussed but need further proof. They concluded that results were consistent with
parallel visual1 search in target-present scenario of “detection task”, while in target-absent
scenario, viewers tended to apply series/degenerate visual search. Still, it needs more proof from
visual search test. Given that the accuracy was all above chance probability except for two-target
one where yet efficiency was the greatest, they suggested that viewers might be more efficient at
using multiple sources of information with fewer targets but also, they could use veridical
information more effectively as targets number increases.

To address two research questions
Studies on TTC task mainly focuses on the approaching motion case and lateral motion
was not quite a “hot topic”. Cognitive capacity limitation has been found in both PM and RJ
judgement, and both in lateral and approaching motion cases. As stated before, PM experiment
(Novak, 1997) design makes TTC judgment process rely more on the visual memory since the
objects will disappear before observer makes a decision and more important, observers have no
clue which object is the target one. This could be the reason there is no certain visual search
pattern found in their task experiment. However, in RJ task, such as Delucia & Novak’s (1997)
study, it is close to a visual search task, therefore, the authors made such assumption that
observers adopted different visual search strategy. It is reasonable to assume that the number of
objects in the RJ judgment (in lateral motion case) would have impact on the visual search
pattern. As to how such pattern changes based on the number of objects, visual search behavior
data needs to be collected at first to provide direct supporting evidence of the “two types of
search behavior” explanation in Delucia & Novak’s (1997) work. To the best of our knowledge,

Note: Parallel search: search time will not vary with set size, for simple features; Serial search: or
conjunction/degenerate search, where search time will be linear to set size, more complex features
1
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no direct eye-movement data was collected and used to explain search pattern in the multiplepoint TTC relative judgment task. Luckily, eye-tracking technology has been better developed
and will help to provide the data collection.

Visual cues in TTC task
Nevertheless, within a quite short time period, the visual information available in the task
environment is too large to assimilate and process (Meza-Arroyo, 2015). This limitation forces
observers to select special information cues relevant to the task objective. We assume that after a
certain amount of practice, observers will select certain cue(s) to accomplish the goal of such
task. This section contains the possible information cues provided by the task environment with,
one falls in to time-to-contact (TTC) domain (will be discussed first in this section) and the other
is Velocity/motion detection domain (will be described at end of this section).

Optical information in Tau Hypothesis
Tau, whose equation as defined in Figure 2-1, was at first argued to be the information
cue that viewers rely on to make TTC judgement. Starting from Lee’s studies in timing of ballpunching (Lee et. al., 1983) and it has been applied by other research groups in the timing of ball
hitting (Bootsma & Van Wieringen, 1990) and catching (Savelsbergh, 1991). Also, some
psychophysical experiments have established that human observers are sensitive to Tau
information (Kaiser & Mowafy, 1993; Regan & Hamstra, 1993). In Tresilian’s (1999) review
paper, “Tau-hypothesis”, which was supported by previous studies, can be stated as “The
information provided by Tau is used to make estimates of TTC which determine the timing of
interceptive actions…”
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However, with more and more conflicts being found between participants’ timing
performance and Tau-based estimation, researchers at the end of 1990s started to realize that Tau
may not be the only information cue option for TTC judgement especially in terms of precise
timing skills (e.g. Tresilian, 1990). Tresilian (1999) concluded in his review paper that Tau
hypothesis is false based on accumulated “empirical results and formal analyses”. Two
experiments he mentioned are 1) Study of Lacquaniti et al. (1993) showed participants could not
use Tau to time balls dropping from heights of less than 1.5m. 2) His own study (Tresilian, 1994)
found performance in an interceptive task was far two accurate to have been based on Tau, even
they only provide viewers the Tau visual information about TTC. “Indeed, performance was often
better in those conditions in which Tau was least accurate than when Tau more closely
approximated the TTC.” He pointed out four reasons why Tau-hypotheses may be wrong: (1) it
neglects accelerations – can’t estimate time with falling object; (2) it provides information about
TTC with the eye – can’t apply to bypass approaches where intercept is far from the eye (3) it
requires that an object be spherically symmetric (4) it requires that the object’s image size and
expansion rate be suprathreshold. If relating these arguments to this study, we can see that all the
disputations were based on judgment of TTC in an approaching motion cases, which is not the
focus of this study.
In fact, the Tau hypothesis was mainly applied in motion control scenario where TTC
judgment is required for further reaction, like ball-catching or ball-hitting. Besides, Tau was first
brought out in approaching motion case, like time-to-collision in driving environment besides of
baseball sports. When it comes to lateral motion cases, the importance of Tau is also questioned
based on observations in experiments (see details in next: Other information cues in TTC tasks).
However, so far, we still can’t conclude that Tau hypothesis doesn’t hold for any specific
condition. Like Tresilian (1999) admitted, it is still possible that Tau could provide sufficient
timing information in some carefully controlled psychophysical experiments. We understand now
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that as long as there exists other source of TTC information, Tau would not be the only
information applied to make judgment. In lateral motion case, Law et al.’s study (1993) on twotarget RJ task supported that if any cues other than TTC information persist, viewers tend to rely
on the cues that enable them to make a relative judgment. They called this phenomenon “cue
effect”. Due to this, we call the information that could potentially help make judgment of TTC as
information cues in this study. Tau is one of them. The next part summarized other potential
information cues that viewers may rely on to make judgement of TTC.

Other information cues in TTC tasks
All the potential information cues mentioned in the literature is organized in Table 2-1.
Note that some information cues only make sense in approaching motion cases and others only
for lateral motion cases. However, there are some cues in lateral motion cases can be seen as an
analogy of the ones in the approaching cases, which were studied more. Therefore, the
information cues in approaching cases were also summarized here in this study although the task
we are interested in is in a lateral motion.

Binocular information as Tau’s substitutes
As mentioned above, in approaching motion cases, the Tau hypothesis was questioned
and in Tresilian’s review paper (1999), he cited some information (shown in Box2 from the
paper) that could substitute for Tau. The information mentioned here is based on Binocular
information, the equation is shown in Table 2-1. This alternative information helps cope with the
small object problem, where the size cannot be seen obviously and it is not possible to gather the
Tau information.
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Image Size/ Rate of size expansion as partial Tau
In fact, Tau’s equation (Figure 2-1) shows that it combines the image size (θ) and its
change rate (!̇) in the judgment. Previous empirical data show that viewers may rely merely on
either θ (DeLucia, 1991; Regan & Hamstra, 1993; DeLucia & Warren, 1994; Tharanathan, 2008)
or !̇ (Stanard et al., 1996; Tharanathan, 2008) in the timing judgement. An example is that
“viewers tend to judge the larger of two expanding squares nearer in time while in fact the
smaller one yields a shorter TTC with Tau (Tresilian, 1995). Note that these types of information
Tau are only applicable in approaching motion cases.

All the other potential combinations
Potentially, other formats of the combination of the above two information cues (θ, !̇) or
any other possible combinations including Tau and the two could be the source of information
that viewers rely on. For example, η, defined as a quite unique combination of the Tau
components, was summarized in López-Moliner & Bonnet ‘s (2002) study that potentially
contribute to the judgement.

Non-Time-based Cues: 1/Tau
Some even questioned the assumption that humans make timing judgment based on timebased information. In fact, Frost’s group found (Wang & Frost, 1992; Sun & Frost, 1998) that the
neurons were sensitive to 1/ Tau rather than Tau in a pigeon’s brain is significant.
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Optical gap and Optical speed
In time-to-passage judgement, it is more like a lateral motion case; Tresilian’s study
(1994) demonstrated that other perceptual variables, which could involve the use of articular
proprioceptive information (optical gap), were critical for achieving the observed temporal
precision. The results from these and other empirical tests again support the conclusion that Tau
would not support a general account of timing performance. More recently, Beardsley et al.,
(2011) again proved the finding. The optical speed, also referred to image velocity was found to
play a crucial role when viewers make time-to-passage judgment in the serious experiments
designed by Kerzel et al. (1999).
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Table 2-1. Summary of the potential information cues in a TTC task
Information Cues

Definition

Motion type

Tau’s substitutes –
Binocular information

θ, "̇ in

Reference

Obviate the need to
measure image size or
expansion;
Cope with the small
objects problem

Tresilian, 1990; Heuer,
1993; Tresilian, 1993; Gray
& Regan, 1998

Approaching

Partial Tau - Size or rate
of expansion

Combination of size and
rate of expansion: η
Non time-based
information

Supports

Combination of size and rate of expansion
1/Tau

Approaching, animal
data

Optical gap or Optical
speed

y, $̇ as in Figure 2.1

Time-to-passage
(more lateral-like)

Distance/Relative location

“Closer is faster”

Lateral, RJ
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Less information process

DeLucia, 1991; Heuer,
1993; DeLucia & Warren,
1994; Regan & Hamstra,
1993; Stanard et al., 1996

-

López-Moliner & Bonnet ,
2002

Pigeon’s neu-science
experiments
Less information
process, first order
information
Less information
process, first order
information

Tresilian, 1999
Law, et al., 1993; Law, et
al., 1994; Kerzel, et al. 1999
Law, et al., 1993; Loon,
Khashawi & Underwood
(2010)

Distance
Law et al. (1993) studied two-target RJ task in a lateral motion case, and they supported
that if any cues other than TTC information insist, viewers tend to rely on the cues that enable
them to make a relative judgment (called “cue effect”). “Closer is first” rule was found to be
applied to all trials in their study and they argued that even training won’t reduce the chance of
applying “closer is first” rule. “Size-arrival effect” is another empirical supported “cue effect” in
RJ tasks, take Tresilian’s (1995) study for example again, where viewers tend to judge the larger
of two expanding squares nearer in time while in fact the smaller one yields a shorter TTC with
Tau. When the alternative cues are removed in RJ task, like in a collision of two-object situation,
“cue effect” won’t persist. In fact, based on the definition of Tau in the lateral motion case
(Figure 2.1), this cue is an analogy of the cues θ and "̇ in approaching motion case. Recent
studies conducted by Loon, Khashawi and Underwood (2010) also proved that distance was the
information cue usaged by the drivers.

For Multiple Objects
The “cues effect” is a strong argument supporting that cognition process plays a role and
have impact on the judgment even in simple two-target RJ task, let alone with multiple moving
objects involved. Here is an important study with RJ task: In Novak’s (1997) experiments, up to
eight targets were used in two settings in approaching cases. First setting was ‘identification task’,
i.e., typical RJ task, where viewers were asked to identify the first-arriving (FA) target among all
the targets presented; second setting was more like ‘detection task’ which presented two scenarios
where one has a FA object (target-present), while in the other one all the objects will approach at
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the same time (target-absent). Viewers were asked to detect which one has a FA (i.e. the target).
Results from the first setting showed that reaction time decreases with increasing targets,
indicating that judgment of TTC was indeed constrained by limited-capacity cognition procedure.
Accuracy for setting one is higher than chance probability but “size-approaching effect” exist.
Second setting showed a shorter reaction time with eight targets, which was explained by the
author as “detection performance may be less constrained by limits in cognitive process than
“identification performance”. Some potential search behaviors and cognitive allocation strategies
were discussed but need further proof. In short, in their approaching motion PM tests, results
were consistent with parallel visual search in target-present scenario of “detection task”, while in
target-absent scenario, viewers tend to apply degenerate visual search. Still, it needs evidence
from visual search tests. Most recent study (Meza-Arroyo, 2015) applied eye-tracking techniques
in a two-target RJ approaching motion task, and results were used to validate their search
behavior model built based on reinforcement learning theory. Results showed that even allocated
eye fixation time and frequency contribute to better performance. The model in Meza-Arroyo’s
(2015) work will be described later in Model Frame. Still, when it comes to reveal the visual
search and cognitive allocation strategies in RJ task with multiple objects, no direct data was
available.

Information cues in velocity/motion detection
The focus of the study is lateral motion case with objects moving across the screen.
However, to the best of our knowledge, few studies were conducted to address the problem in this
case, since more attention has been paid in approaching motion case, like baseball catching, car
collision, etc. Some dealt with time-to-passage cases, which is close to but not exactly the task
this study is interested in. From a totally different point of view, viewers may rely on other cues
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other than TTC-related ones in lateral motion case because optical information is not quite
available in such case. There could be two possible ways to frame the task question in such a
TTC task. One is to estimate which moving object will reach the destination first; the other is to
estimate which is the fastest moving object. The latter one falls into a velocity detection or
motion detection domain. Nonetheless, the objects are moving, their velocity or motion can
potentially provide cues too. In this section, literature review was expanded to velocity detection
and motion domains that would potentially help to gain understanding of how viewers make
timing judgment in lateral motion cases.

What we know about Velocity Detection
It is well established that human is capable of detecting different velocities (both
direction and speed) in situations when two objects move relatively close to each other. Such
perception is local, which means that our motion sensor will assign the velocity to each object
locally (Watson & Ahumada, 1985). Some evidence indicates that human’s motion sensors are
selective for spatial frequency, direction and speed. When it comes to discriminating the velocity
of a moving objective, it was found that human observers are not quite good at discriminating the
speed under threshold (Watson & Ahumada, 1985). Above threshold, however, McKee (1981)
found that the motion detector becomes exquisitely sensitive to variations in speed. Observers
could reliably detect a speed difference of 5% based on Mckee’s well-known experiment
(McKee, 1981). McKee’s study (1981) also showed that velocity detection is generally better
than the ability to detect differences in the total duration a target takes to cross a fixed distance
(Time to contact). This is a support that velocity, i.e., 1/time unit, could be potential information
cues for viewers to make relative time-to-contact judgement (no specific time estimation is
needed). This is consistent with Tresilian’s (1999) opinion in his review paper, that 1/Tau was
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found to be the information that brain shows more sensitive to. Another phenomena MaKee
(1981) found was that when spatial separation between target presentations is fairly small
(threshold: 20min arc), it can be an adequate substitute for real motion, i.e., “the relevant
temporal signal for speed detection is likely the difference in the onset time of objects occurring
at spatially discrete points.”
From the computing perspective, image velocity can be calculated as shown in the Figure
2-4, adopted from Bruce, et al. (2003, pp.212). If the direction is not considered or kept
consistent, then the equation can be simplified, which will be shown in Chapter 3.

Figure 2-4. Image velocity calculation equation (Bruce, et al., 2003, pp.212)

What we know about motion detection
Motion detection is a little bit broader domain compared with velocity detection, since
velocity is one metric of motion. Motion task is designed to ask observers to detect certain “signal
motion” among other “noise motions”. This is also called global motion detection. Figure 2-5a
shows the most widely studied coherent motion detection task, where signal dots (moving either
up or down) need to be distinguished among the distractor/noise dots (moving in random
direction). Empirical data shows that the detection is not simply affected by the number of the
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signal dots, but by the proportion of the signals (the threshold is approximately 10%). Another
relevant task is tracking (Figure 2-5b), where observers are asked to mentally track a set of
target objects moving among identical distractors objects. Recent study from Franconeri et al
(2010) found that the ability of tracking multiple objects is limited by the object spacing, not by
the speed, time or capacity. These types of detection or tracking task don’t require the judgement
of the speed or time to arrive, in most cases, they only require observers’ memory of the motion
direction. Therefore, the findings can’t expand to the task this dissertation addresses.

a

b
Figure 2-5. Motion detection task examples (a) motion detection with different number of signals (b)
multiple targets tracking task
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Visual cues that were chosen
According to the literature review above, the following three cues were selected for
relative judgement task in lateral motion (shown in Table 2-2). The first cue is the Tau defined
above (see Figure 2-1 for the equation), which will require the location information for both the
moving object and the destination. One can see that the first three cues in Table 2-1 and Optical
gap are all strongly relevant to Tau. The second cue is the Distance/Relative locations (RL),
which were widely found to be preferred by observers in a RJ task. The last one is the local
velocity (referred as Velocity), which is the fundamental information for velocity detection.
Table 2-2. Visual Cues chosen in this study
Information
Cues

Definition

Tau

Distance/Relative
location (RL)

“Closer is faster”

Local Velocity
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Motion type

Supports and
Reference

Time-topassage (more
lateral-like)

Less information
process, first order
information (Law,
et al., 1993; Law, et
al., 1994; Kerzel, et
al. 1999)

Lateral, RJ task

Less information
process, first order
information (Law,
1993; Loon, et al.,
2010)

Velocity
detection task

Velocity detection is
generally better than
the ability to detect
differences in Time to
contact (McKee,
1981)

Visual Search Behavior
This section summarizes the current findings regarding viewers’ search behavior and
search strategies in a given task. To be more specific, a discussion on the possible underlying
mechanisms that have been proposed to explain how humans allocate their visual attention in a
given visual environment is included. This helps to understand how participants would allocate
the fixation locations (ending up with a scanpath, which will be discussed in next part) during a
Relative Judgment TTC task that is interested here. Then some applications of eye-movement
data (scanpath or other metrics) in understanding the visual search behavior were included.

Bottom-up, Top-down and Reward-based learning mechanism

Bottom-up versus Top-down mechanism
What drives human switch their visual attention or change fixation location during a task
is a question of relevence. For a long time, Bottom-up in contrast with Top-down (Itti, et al.,
1998; Rosenholtz, 1999; Oliva, et al. 2003; Gao and Vasconcelos, 2004; Bruce & Tsotsos, 2005;
Le Meur, et al., 2006; Hou & Zhang, 2007; Zhang, et al., 2008; Gollan & Ferscha, 2016)
approaches have become the two domenant mechanisms adopted in mainly searching tasks to
explain human’s visual behavior. Based on the definitions, bottom-up mechanism indicates that
human viewers switch visual attention merely according to the stimulus provided in the
environment. It can also be referred to as data-driven or stimulus-driven mechanism. On the other
hand, top-down means human relies on pre-assumptions (pre-knowledge) and cognitive process
to allocate their attention during the task. It is also known as expectation-driven mechanisms.
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These two mechanisms were successfully applied to explain visual behavior in scanning or
searching tasks (Itti, et al., 1998; Rosenholtz, 1999; Oliva, et al. 2003; Gao and Vasconcelos,
2004; Bruce & Tsotsos, 2005; Le Meur, et al., 2006; Hou & Zhang, 2007; Zhang, et al., 2008).
No matter which mechanism was adopted, visual behavior is task-depended or environmentdepended (Jellinger, 2006). Because it is the task and the visual environment features that
determine whether there exist adequate bottom-up factors (stimulus). If environment provides
adequate bottom-up factors, like salient information, human tends to switch attention to the
salient or “pop-up” information without much cognitive considerations (Itti, et al, 1998;
Rosenholtz, 1999; Oliva, et al. 2003; Gao and Vasconcelos, 2004).

Reward-based learning mechanism
Besides of the two factors above, experience of the human observers also plays a crucial
role in most of the tasks, and the Bottom-up and Top-down mechanisms would possibility switch
after a certain amount of practice (Chapman & Underwood, 1998a, 1998b; Falkmer & Gregersen,
2005). Experience factor can be explained through the reward-based mechanisms described
below. More and more neurophysiology findings started to reveal the influence of internal reward
on eye movements during the cognitive control of visual attention (Hayhoe & Ballard, 2005; Niv,
2009). The cognitive process that drive gaze selection are increasingly found to be reward-based
(Hayhoe & Ballard, 2005). This can be called reward-based learning mechanism, meaning human
learns based on interval rewards from a certain eye-movement (like fixation, saccade) and the
next action would be driven accordingly. Some researchers summarized in Hayhoe & Ballard’s
review (2005) intend to apply the mechanism to further explore the cognitive process in terms of
determining what specific cognitive procedures and structures are in observer’s mind. This is out
of the study scope. The reward-based mechanism was actually widely applied to explain human’s
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visual attention both in visual search task (Lim & Liu, 2009) and in dynamic environment such as
TTC judgement in an approaching motion case (Meza-Arroyo, 2015).

Relations and comparison between mechanisms
Relations: Bottom-up and top-down factors provide different strategies human viewers
apply to accomplish task goals, and the choice is strongly depending on the task/environment
nature. Also, for certain tasks, observers would much likely switch the strategy from bottom-up to
top-down after a period of practice (Chapman & Underwood, 1998a, 1998b). While rewardbased learning mechanisms provide a possibility to describe how bottom-up can be switched to
top-down through learning, i.e., practice and experience gain. Fundamentally, reward-based
learning leverage both bottom-up factors and top-down factors into a learning process, and finally
provide an explanation of certain visual behavior.
Comparison: Many experimental studies were conducted to identify which of bottom-up
and top-down factors play a role in human’s visual attention swift. Typical methodology is to first
observe eye movement data and then explain the behavior through either of these two factors. The
reward-based learning mechanism combines two factors and integrate them to explain the
cognitive process through learning. From an application perspective, traditional bottom-up versus
top-down factors are limited to more static environment like visual search (Itti, et al., 1998;
Rosenholtz, 1999; Oliva, et al. 2003; Gao and Vasconcelos, 2004), since it would be hard to
identify/code the factors in a changing environment. On the other hand, reward-based learning
mechanism has been adopted especially in dynamic environment in which the visual stimulus is
subject to change. In fact, reward-based models (like Reinforcement Learning model) have been
shown to be effective for explaining visual behavior in dynamic environment (Sprague & Ballard,
2003; Lim, 2007; Sprague, et al., 2007; Lim, 2007; Lim & Liu, 2009; Rothkopf & Ballard, 2010).
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In terms of the methodology, the cognitive process and reward-based learning mechanism can be
programmed through certain framework or algorithms, like some cognitive architectures (GOMS,
ACT-R, et al.) and reinforcement learning models (Sprague & Ballard, 2003; Sprague, et al.,
2007; Lim & Liu, 2009; Lim, 2007; Rothkopf & Ballard, 2010).
Task-dependent: Nonetheless, in order to understand human viewers’ visual attention
behavior, the task and the environment needs to be analyzed since such behavior is strongly taskdependent (Jellinger, 2006). It is the task and the visual environment feature that determines
whether there exist adequate bottom-up factors (as stimulus). If environment provides adequate
bottom-up factors, like salient information, human tends to switch attention to the salient or “popup” information without much cognitive considerations (Itti, et al, 1998; Rosenholtz, 1999; Oliva,
et al. 2003; Gao and Vasconcelos, 2004). When it comes to dynamic environment, reward-based
learning mechanism seems more applicable, but yet, it requires the pre-determination of the
rewards, which are still strongly relying on the task and visual environment.
In order to better understand the mechanism discussed above, numerical models of
human’s visual attention have been built in different task environments varying from laboratory
settings like searching/scanning to more nature settings like driving and walking. The more
accurate and quicker responded eye-tracking technology provides the opportunity to validate
these visual attention models. The fixation/saccade data can be collected through eye-tracking
techniques with higher and higher frequency. One thing needs to be noted is that, whether
fixation could provide valuable information is not the focus of the study. Although many
researchers argue that fixation doesn’t guarantee information gain, there is yet evidence showing
that observers can learn the properties of a dynamic environment to distribute gaze location
optimally (Hayhoe & Ballard, 2005; Droll, et al., 2007). Also, for visumotor tasks, studies
(Hayhoe, et al., 2003) support that fixation sequences are highly associated, in time, to actions
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required to complete a task. This suggests that fixation sequences can provide the necessary
information to fulfill a given task.
Next, the relevant eye-movement metrics that were used in visual attention models will
be presented.

Relevant eye-movement metrics
Eye-movement metrics contains but not limited the following metrics: fixation position,
fixation duration, fixation frequency, fixation spread, fixation sequence(sanpath), saccade
duration, saccade amplitude, saccade velocity, scanpath length, gaze frequency within area of
interests/region of interests (Holmqvist, et al. 2010). Some of them have been used to represent
human’s visual search behavior.
Fixation-related: The most common metrics that are used to indicate visual search
behavior are fixation-related, including where fixation tends to be directed (fixation position),
how long the attention remains there (i.e., fixation duration) (Henderson, 2003), and how often
fixations take place (fixation Frequency). One example of the ACT-R based models is EMMA
(Eye Movements and Movement of Attention, from Salvucci, 2001). It accounted for the
temporal (time for eye-movement preparation) and spatial characteristics (fixation position) of
eye movements and was integrated with ACT-R architecture to predict when and where eyes
move during tasks of equation solving, reading, and visual search. Another fixation position
example is from Oliva’ team (Oliva, et al., 2003). They modeled visual attention based on scene
context and they used the squared difference between corresponding fixation points from
different sets of fixations to test the models. At last, a fixation frequency example comes from a
TTC task. Meza-Arroyo’s (2015) study on age difference in a relative judgment TTC task with
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two objects approaching. He discussed the fixation frequency on each of the approaching objects
during the task.
AOI-related. AOI is the area of interests, meaning the pre-defined visual regions in the
visual environment that are potentially important given a task. AOI-related metrics can be the
gaze frequency within certain AOIs, or fixation dwell in certain AOIs. With a similar purpose to
characterize eye movement patterns during driving (Figure 2-6), Liu (1998) codes a Markov
transition matrix that contains the probability of transition from one AOI to another. The visual
attention was represented as the sequence of AOI that has been hit.

Figure 2-6. Grid representation of the different AOIs. (Liu, 1998)

A model that was applied in dynamic environment like driving and aviation is called
SEEV (Wicken, et al., 2003; Horrev, et al., 2006), which basically combined both bottom-up
factors (salience) as well as the cognitive process, i.e., top-down factors. The percentage of dwell
time for each areas of interest (AOIs) that have been predefined can be predicted by SEEV, which
was successfully used in task environment like pilot navigation and driving (Horrey et al., 2006;
Wickens et al., 2003). Most recently, SEEV was applied to explain visual behavior in public
display (Gollan & Ferscha, 2016).
Limitations: Both the fixation-based and AOI-based metrics can only provide an overall
pattern of visual allocation, but the prediction of attention allocation with respect to
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time/sequence is missing. Besides, it is so far only applicable in static information presentation
(even in dynamic task, the stimulus is static). However, the interested task in this study presents a
dynamic stimulus. The starting positions of the moving objects will vary, as well as their velocity,
and the Obj# is one of the main factors. fixation-based or AOI-based metrics may not sufficient
enough to tell us the visual search behavior in a thorough way.
Therefore, the scanpath, which contains all the information based on fixation (locations,
durations if represented as in vector-based scanpath, frequency of fixation), and sequence
information, is chosen as the eye-movement metric to be discussed in this study in order to better
understand the visual attention allocation pattern in designed TTC task.
The next section will discuss in details of scanpath and what are the approaches to
compare them and model them.
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Scanpath
“Scanpath” was first mentioned by Noton and Stark (1971), who found their “subject
scanned over the pattern (note, the stimulus) following, intermittently but repeatedly, a fixed path
(see example in Figure 2-7) characteristic of that participant viewing that pattern.” The fixed path
they found was named scanpath. Regardless their interpretations and understanding of the
scanpath, the term was afterwards adopted to generally describe the sequence of the fixations
during the task.

Figure 2-7. Scanpath example from Noton and Stark’s study (1971, FIG.5).

This section will discuss the relevant knowledge regarding scanpath that will be used to
analyze the scanpath data collected in this study.
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Representations of scanpath
Three main representations of scanpath are included here and how to represent the
scanpaths will affect the approach to analyzing/comparing them.

String-based (AOI-based) methods
String-based (AOI-based) method is the most known approach, which uses a string of
AOI hits to representing scanpath. Therefore, the scanpath is dependent on how the AOIs are predefined. There are two different ways to define the AOIs according to Jarodzka et al. (See Figure
2-8): gridded AOIs and semantic AOIs. In the example shown below, the gridded AOIs
representation will be A6-C5-F0-I1-J1-K2-I3; and the semantic AOIs representation will be M-TC-H-G-M.

Figure 2-8. Gridder vs. semantic AOIs for representing scanpaths. (Jarodzka, Holmqvist, & Nyström,
2010, Figure 2)
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Attention maps (point-based) methods
Point-based representation considers only a set of fixation points without the sequence
information. A smooth Gaussian landscape is produced to get the attention map based on the
fixations in one scanpath.

Vector-based methods
Jarodzka’s group proposed to represent scanpath using vector mathematics (Jarodzka,
Holmqvist, & Nyström, 2010). The scanpath vector was calculated to be u = [x1– x0, y1– y0], using
the fixation position from the start of a saccade (x0, y0) to the end of that saccade (x1, y1). The
fixation duration can be included in such representation too. Therefore, this vector-based method
contains all the information that is interested in a scanpath: the shape, the length of the saccade,
the direction of the saccade, the position of fixation, and the duration of fixation.

Scanpath Comparison

String-based (AOI-based) comparison
The goal of a comparison between two scanpaths is to get the scanpath similarity. So far,
such comparison is still limited to a pair-wise comparison. Approaches vary according to the
representation ways of scanpath.
The scanpath comparison based on string-based (AOI-based) method is also named
Levenshtein string-edit measure (example shown below in Figure 2-9). The Levenshtein distance
between two scanpaths can be determined by calculating the “editing cost” of transforming one
string to the other via insertion, deletion and substitution (Dewhurst, et al. 2012). The
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shortcomings of this methodology have been widely discussed and the example in Figure 2-9
summarized some.

Figure 2-9. Issues with using AOI-based comparison (Dewhurst, et al. 2012, Fig.1)

Attention maps (point-based) comparison
Mannan linear distance is a measure from point-based scanpath by directly comparing
fixation positions. Figure 2-10 shows one example of such measure. This is a method that simply
scanpath comparison into a comparison of how close fixation positions are to each other but it
ignores the other more fundamental dimensions of a scanpath (Dewhurst, et al. 2012).
Another comparison method is attention map difference (shown in Figure 2-11). Again,
the sequence or time information is missing through this type of reorientation therefore, the
similarity between two scanpath is not thorough enough.
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Figure 2-10. Example of Mannan Similarity (Dewhurst, et al. 2012, Fig. 4).

Figure 2-11. Example of heat-map and heat-map difference (Dewhurst, et al. 2012, Fig. 5).

Vector-based comparison
This study will adopt the scanpath similarity measure based on vector-based
representation. In fact, comparison between the different comparison methods was conducted
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(Dewhurst, et al. 2012, French, et al. 2017), and the outcomes are in favor for this vector-based
comparison methodology.
The following procedure was from the paper (Jarodzka, Holmqvist, & Nyström, 2010)
and please check the original paper for more details.
Step 1: Simplification.
This is a step of simplify the scanpaths by setting a threshold of saccade amplitude and/or
saccade direction difference (as shown in Figure 2-12).

Figure 2-12. Simplification of scanpath (Jarodzka, Holmqvist, & Nyström, 2010, Figure 3)

Step2: Scanpath alignment.
This is the most important step in this comparison procedure. Two scanpaths will in most
cases have different number of fixations/saccades: S1 = {u1, u2, …, um} (m=2 in the example
below) and S2 = {v1, v2, …, vn} (n=3). They need to be aligned in order to calculate the five
features of similarity. The following Figure 2-13 shows the alignment steps. First, a matrix M(i, j)
will be generated with each cell containing the similarity (shape, noted as w(i-1)m + j) between the
child-vectors from the two scanpaths.
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Figure 2-13. Procedure of aligning scanpath using vector-based scanpath (Jarodzka, Holmqvist, &
Nyström, 2010, Figure 4)

Then the adjacency matrix A(k, l) indicating the adjacency relations in M(i, j), for
example, w1 is adjacent to w2, w4, and w5 (these are noted as the green arrows in the Figure 2-11),
so A(1, 2) = w2, A(1, 4) = w4 and A(1, 5) = w5.
At last, find the shortest path from the first Node (M(1,1) in the example) to the last node
(M(2,3) in the example). Align both of the scanpaths using the shortest path. For example, the
shortest path is 1-5-6, then the aligned scanpath for scanpath 1 is 1-2-2 and the aligned scanpath
for scanpath 2 is 1-2-3 (checking the M(i, j)).
Step3: Feature calculation.
Outcomes from this comparison includes the following five features listed in Figure 2-14
in next page.
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Figure 2-14. Five features of similarity from Jarodzka’s methods (Dewhurst, et al. 2012, Table 1)
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Machine Learning based on scanpath
With the development of machine learning algorithms, the use of eye-movement data has
advanced to another stage: applying machine learning algorithms on eye-movement data to
understand/predict human behaviors (Kübler, et al. 2014; Fernandes, et al. 2017; French, et al.
2017).
In a study of predicting the euthanasia in the decision-making process in clinical
bioetheics (Fernandes, et al. 2017), the following eye-movement measures were used as the
features in the machine learning model: total number of fixations; duration of fixations (ms) on
different AOIs; total duration of fixations; mean value (pixels) of: overall pupil diameter,
horizontal pupil diameter, and vertical pupil diameter and the outcome is a binary decision class
variable (whether to practice or not euthanasia).
Using fixation-related measures or AOI-based measures, or pupil diameter, is common,
since it is the easiest way to get a fixed-dimension feature sets for different trial. However, if a
machine learning algorithm is to use on scanpath, the challenge lies in how to define such a fixeddimension feature sets. It is known that scanpaths can be much different in length (number of
fixation) even they come from one participant who is doing exact the same task. French’s team
(French, et al. 2017) choses the item-to-item saccade (transition) as the feature. It contains the
partial information from a scanpath. They defined the item-to-item saccades as the transition from
paired-AOIs and count the frequency of each paired transition. In Figure 2-15, for example, the
paired AOIs for each scene can be: AB, AC, BC, BT, CD and TD according to the task. Then
during one trial of test, they will count how many times of the transition occurs in AB, AC, etc.
Therefore, they will get a feature set with number of six. Another example of using scanpathbased eye-movement data is to use subsequence frequency (Kübler, et al. 2014) within a
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scanpath. It is quite similar to the one in French’s study. They all turned the scanpaths into some
frequency values. More complex algorithms were adopted based on Fisher vectors in order to just
learn from the scanpath information in Kanan’s study (Kanan et al., 2015). Features were strongly
task dependent and needs to be pre-defined when applying machine learning algorithms.

Figure 2-15. Example of using item-to-item saccade as the feature in machine learning algorithm (French,
et al. 2017, Fig.3)
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Chapter 3

Research Methods
This chapter describes the research methodology that includes the TTC Task, the
independent variables, dependent variables, participants and protocol. The independent variables
and dependent variables were chosen according to the research objectives that were described in
Chapter 1- Introduction.

TTC Task
The task designed is a relative judgement of TTC task in a lateral motion case (see Figure
3-1 b,c). The objects will start from random horizontal locations and will move from left to right
parallelly. Each object will move in a random but constant velocity. The average velocity is 8.0
deg/s (determined based on the regular total TTC in the literature is around 4s) and the difference
between the fastest object with the second fastest was determined based on human’s ability to
differentiate velocity (4%, from McKee, 1981). More details of the task will be described IN the
“Independent Variables” section. The task program was coded using Visual C#.
Here is how the program works: Firstly, testers decided the task type and enter the basic
information of the participant. A choice window will pop up, and participants need to choose the
number of objects and click start. Then the program (Figure 3-1, b, c) window will show with the
object starting to move immediately. The participants then need to press the SPACE key at the
moment they make the judgement. After this, the answer form (Figure 3-1, 2d) will show where
the participants can pick their choice.
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a

b

c
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d
Figure 3-1. Task program design. (a) Choice window. Task interface designs: (b) Task A: First-arrival,
with a destination line on the right (7 object); (c) Task B: Fastest one, no destination line (9 objects) and (d)
Answer form with 9 objects in Task B

Independent Variables
There are three main independent variables that were controlled in the experiment
according to the research questions raised in Introduction.

Number of objects (Obj#).
The number of objects is the primary independence variable in the experiment. It varies
from two to nine with an increment of one. In this study, level will be primarily used to refer this
independent variable.

Task question (Task).
There are two types of task question that would potentially affect the judgement. One is
which of these objects will arrive at the destination line first (Task A: First-arrival)? The other is
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which of these objects is the fastest (Task B: Fastest one)? Therefore, the interface design was
modified according to the task question (see Figure 3-1, b, d).

Game complexity (Game).
This refers the complexity of the task. For low Game complexity, the fastest object (with
the highest velocity) was designed to be the first to reach the destination line (or the right edge of
the screen in Task B scenario). For high Game complexity, the first-arrival is possible not the
fastest one. This was manipulated by controlling the starting locations.
Therefore, in the low Game complexity setting, the Tau will be a reliable cue for judging
Velocity, while in the high Game complexity setting, Tau won’t be reliable to judge the relative
Velocity. Besides, the reliability of RL for both Tasks gets lower in the high Game complexity.
The Obj# and Game were designed as within-subject designs, and the Task was betweensubject design. Thus, each participant will conduct two Games but only will take either of the two
Tasks. In the end, the conditions that this experiment has are the following: A1 means Task A –
First Arrival in low Game Complex setting, where tau is a reliable judgement cue for velocity. A2
means Task A – First Arrival in high Game Complex setting, where tau is not a reliable
judgement cue for velocity. B1 means Task B – Fastest in low Game Complex setting. B2 means
Task B – Fastest in high Game Complex setting.

Other factors.
Besides of the independent variables above, there are the following confounding factors
that are also considered in the data analysis later: the present order of the object number
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(ObjOrder, whether it’s from two objects to nine objects or from nine to two) and the order of the
games (GOrder, Game Low first or Game High first).

Dependent Variables
Dependent variables in this study include Performance, the written/perceived search
strategy and scanpath. Performance includes reaction time and the accuracy. The written search
strategy was collected for each level, i.e., participants need to write down how they make the
judgement for two-object setting, three-object setting, etc. for both games. The scanpath was
pulled out from the eye-movement data that Tobii collected.

Performance
Task Performance includes reaction time (RT, s) and accuracy (%).
The task program will record the reaction time in each trial by recording the starting time
when participant click the Start button on Choice Window and the finishing time point when
participant press the SPACE KEY.
The accuracy is also recorded and calculated by the task program. Each trial will have a
random Target object (either is the First Arrival for Task A, or is the Fastest one for Task B), and
the program will store its information. Also, the information of the object that participants chose
in the Answer form will also be stored. By comparing these two objects, an outcome of correct or
incorrect will be stored. The accuracy was defined as the percentage of correct trials among the
ten trials in each level.
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Written / Perceived Strategy
The written/perceived strategy was collected as in a retrospective think-aloud protocol.
Participants need to fully practice the task for each level of Obj#. During or after the practice,
participants were asked to think through their strategy to make a correct judgement and write it
down. For each level, they need to write the strategy separately. They can write them down after
practice each level, or they can write them down after they finish all the levels. There is no
requirement of the sequence. But participants need to be fully confident about the strategy they
were about to write down and their accuracy can’t be lower than 70% in case someone will just
guess for the answer without truly making the judgement.

Eye movement – scanpath
Scanpath is part of the eye-movement data that was collected by Tobii. Each participant’s
eye-movement data will be calibrated twice, one for each Game. Therefore, the eye-movement
data was grouped as a whole dataset for each Game. More steps will be needed to gain the eyemovement data (scanpath) for each trial.
This procedure of generating scanpath visualization will be described in details in
Chapter 5 –Scanpath.

Apparatus
The experimental apparatus includes: an optical mouse, a LG 27" flat LCD monitor
(1920x1080 resolution), a Tobii X3-120 desktop eye-tracker attached to the monitor (See Figure
3-2), an EPU (External Processing Unit) coming with Tobii eye-tracker which help to take load of
the main computer, a Dell desktop PC running Tobii Studio – the software for the eye tracker and
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also running the executive files for the TTC task, a head-rest to keep the head steady during the
task (see Figure 3-3 for the experiment set up). The 27" monitor and mouse were placed on an
adjustable office table, and participants sat on an adjustable office chair, at an average distance of
60cm from head-to-monitor. The experiment was conducted in a quiet, temperature-controlled
room.

Figure 3-2. Tobii X3-120 attached to the monito and the EPU

Participants and Protocol
A total of 24 participants (23.6 ± 3.6 years old; 14 Females) were recruited (IRB number:
STUDY00007130). They are all students (except for one is staff member) from Penn State
University.

Figure 3-3. The protocol of the test
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The protocol of the test is shown in Figure 3-4. At first, a training of the study was given
through an oral presentation using PowerPoint slides. The participants then need to practice
before the test. The programs used for practicing and for the tests are the same, except that
feedback (correct or wrong) was provided in the practicing case. The participants needed to be
fully confident with their strategies and their correctness rate needs to be above 80% in order to
proceed. Note that the written strategies were collected during/after the practice, and before the
tests. After the participants finish the practice and the strategies collection, the test was
conducted. There were ten trials for each object number level. The order of the games and the
Obj# (either from 2 to 9 or from 9 to 2) was randomly assigned and balanced out.
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Chapter 4

Performance and Perceived Strategies

Chapter Overview
This chapter presents and discusses the findings from the performance data as well as the
perceived strategies. Performance data includes reaction time and accuracy. Perceived strategies
were based on the written strategies that were collected after the practice. A detailed process of
data analysis, results and discussion is included in this chapter. Here are the main research
questions this chapter aims to address:
Research Question 1:
Will performance be affected by the Task questions (Task A–First
arrival, Task B–Fastest one), Game complexity level and other
factors in such TTC task?
Research Question 2:
Will the relative judgement of TTC task in lateral motion case
designed in this study be constrained by cognitive capacity? In
other words, will the object number affect the performance level?
Research Question 3:
Do participants have preference among the three the visual cues:
Relative location, Tau and Velocity? Will the preference be
dependent on the Tasks and (or) Game complexity, and the
object number?
Research Question 4:
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Will the cue preference affect the performance? That is, if some
visual cue is more reliable to make the relative judgement of
TTC task in lateral motion?

Performance Data

Data Analysis Approach
Task Performance includes reaction time (RT, s) and accuracy (%).
Reaction time in each trial was recorded. There was a total of 160 (10 trials × 8 levels of
Obj# × 2 levels of Game Complexity) data points for RT. The average RT among the ten trials
under the same Obj# level and the same Game Complexity was used for the data analysis
described later. Accuracy was defined as the correctness rate (%) in the ten trials under a certain
level of Obj# and the same Game Complexity.
Also, the four conditions are defined as: A1 means Task A – First Arrival in low Game
Complex setting, where tau is a reliable judgement cue for velocity. A2 means Task A – First
Arrival in high Game Complex setting, where tau is not a reliable judgement cue for velocity. B1
means Task B – Fastest in low Game Complex setting. B2 means Task B – Fastest in high Game
Complex setting.

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
ANOVA on RT and accuracy was computed using Minitab (General linear model). As
introduced in Chapter 3 – Research Methods, the factors interested in this study are
1) Number of objects (Obj#)
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2) Task
3) Game complexity (Game)
4) the present order of the object number (ObjOrder)
5) the order of the games (GOrder)
Besides, all the two-way interactions were included in the ANOVA analysis.

Trends R
In order to investigate the effects of Obj# on performance. Trends of RT and accuracy
under different four conditions – including Task A Game Low, Task A Game High, Task B Game
Low and Task B Game High – were visualized. The function of Scatter.Smooth() in R to
visualize the predicted smooth best-fit model. Also, under each condition, a linear regression was
run in R to see how the trend fit in a linear model. The adjusted R2 values were reported.

Hypothesis

Hypothesis for ANOVA
Hypothesis 1: Number of object (Obj#) affects the performance significantly; More object
number will yield worse performance, i.e., longer reaction time and lower
accuracy.
Justification(1): Cognitive capacity limitation has been found in PM judgement with a lateral
motion (Novak, 1997), and in RJ judgement with an approaching motion (Delucia
& Novak, 1997). It is reasonable to expend this finding into a RJ judgement with a
lateral motion as in this study.
Hypothesis 2: The high Game Complexity setting will yield to a lower performance level.
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Justification (2): High Game Complexity setting was designed to be inconsistent between the
Tau cue and the velocity cue. The first-arrival object’s velocity could be the biggest
or not, which means, participants can’t rely on Tau to make a reliable judgement
for Task B in high Game Complexity setting. The task potentially limits the choice
of cue and becomes more challenging.
Other factors: It is assumed that the present order of the object number (ObjOrder) and the order
of the games (GOrder) will not affect the performance significantly.
Justification (other): Each participant was asked to practice until he/she was absolutely
confident about their strategy and also maintain a high accuracy during the
practice. Given the condition in which they were fully practiced, it is assumed that
the learning curve won’t exist in the real testing round.

Hypothesis for Trends
It is assumed that there exist an(some) level threshold(s) above which the performance
trend will alter. That is, the trend can’t be predicted using one single linear model. Also, the
trends will be different under different conditions.
Justification: It’s the same with the Hypothesis 1 for ANOVA. Cognitive capacity limitation is
assumed to be true in the designed task. Therefore, potential alter would be
expected to occur when the level hits certain threshold.
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Results

ANOVA Results
Table 4-1. Analysis of Variance on Reaction time
Source
Task
Game
Obj#
ObjOrder
GOrder
Task×Game
Task×Obj#
Task×ObjOrder
Task×GOrder
Game×Obj#
Game×ObjOrder
Game×GOrder
Obj#×ObjOrder
Obj#×GOrder
ObjOrder×GOrder
Error
Total

DF
1
1
7
1
1
1
7
1
1
7
1
1
7
7
1
338
383

Adj SS
0.080
17.22
6.649
525.26
1.323
0.816
0.261
0.717
7.666
0.453
12.378
4.639
4.729
0.118
1.195
104.21

Adj MS
0.080
17.22
0.950
525.26
1.323
0.816
0.037
0.717
7.666
0.065
12.378
4.639
0.676
0.017
1.195
0.308

F-Value
0.26
55.86
3.08
1703.68
4.29
2.65
0.12
2.33
24.87
0.21
40.15
15.05
2.19
0.05
3.88

P-Value
0.611
0.000**
0.004**
0.000**
0.039*
0.105
0.997
0.128
0.000**
0.983
0.000**
0.000**
0.035*
1.000
0.050

687.72
Note: ** means P < 0.01, * means 0.01 < P < 0.05

Figure 4-1. Main effect plot for Reaction time
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The ANOVA results are shown in the Table 4-1 for Reaction time and Table 4-2 for
accuracy. In order to demonstrate the results in a clearer way, the significant main effects are
shown in Figure 4-1 (Reaction time) and Figure 4-2 (Accuracy).
Table 4-2. Analysis of Variance on Accuracy
Source
Task
Game
Obj#
ObjOrder
GOrder
Task×Game
Task×Obj#
Task×ObjOrder
Task×GOrder
Game×Obj#
Game×ObjOrder
Game×GOrder
Obj#×ObjOrder
Obj#×GOrder
ObjOrder×GOrder
Error
Total

DF
1
1
7
1
1
1
7
1
1
7
1
1
7
7
1
338
383

Adj SS
0.1313
2.6834
0.6268
0.2350
0.0059
0.0907
0.0885
0.1625
0.0250
0.2389
0.0677
0.0319
0.2139
0.0498
0.1544
6.0005
10.8062

Adj MS
0.13128
2.68336
0.08955
0.23503
0.00586
0.09065
0.01265
0.16253
0.02503
0.03413
0.06773
0.03190
0.03056
0.00711
0.15440
0.01775

F-Value
7.39
151.15
5.04
13.24
0.33
5.11
0.71
9.15
1.41
1.92
3.82
1.80
1.72
0.40
8.70

P-Value
0.007**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.566
0.024*
0.662
0.003**
0.236
0.065
0.052
0.181
0.103
0.902
0.003**

Note: ** means P < 0.01, * means 0.01 < P < 0.05

Figure 4-2. Main effect plot for Accuracy
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Hypothesis 1: As assumed, the object number(Obj#) was a significant contributor to the
variance of both the reaction time (P = 0.004) and the accuracy (P = 0.000). The reaction time
increases consistently as the number increases (see Figure 4-1, Obj), with the range being 2.00s to
2.72s. The accuracy shows an “un-even” trend with the Obj# rises (see Figure 4-2, Obj), and the
range of accuracy was from 79.8% to 91.0%.
Hypothesis 2: Game Complexity was expected to have significant effects on the
performance (P = 0.000), with a longer reaction time and a lower accuracy in the Game High
condition (more challenging one).
Other factors: Besides of the above independent variables, the presentation
order(ObjOrder) was found to be a significant (P = 0.000) factor to both RT and accuracy. The
reaction time as well as the accuracy were higher in the first type of present order, that is, from
two-object setting to nine-object setting. Another finding is the Game order also affects the
reaction time significantly (P = 0.039). Participants who start with the Game Low tend to react
faster than those who start with the Game High.
Some interaction effects were also found, but they are not the focus, thus, the discussion
of them is not included.

Trends Results
Use Scatter.Smooth() in R to predict the best smooth line for reaction time and accuracy
separately. The plots for RT are shown in Figure 4-4 (y scale was set as the same for an easy
comparison) and the plots for accuracy are shown in Figure 4-5 (y scale was set as the same for
an easy comparison). The results were separated into the four different conditions: A1 means
Task A – First Arrival in low Game Complex setting, where tau is a reliable judgement cue for
velocity. A2 means Task A – First Arrival in high Game Complex setting, where tau is not a
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reliable judgement cue for velocity. B1 means Task B – Fastest in low Game Complex setting. B2
means Task B – Fastest in high Game Complex setting.

A1

A2

B1
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B2

Figure 4-3. Scatter plot for reaction time (average value in each level of Obj#) against Obj# under four
different conditions. For example, A1 means Task A in Game Low setting. The curve in the chart is the
best-fit model determined by Scatter.smooth function in R.

From Figure 4-3, we can see that a linear line can predict RT in condition A1 pretty well.
A linear regression was run and the adjusted R2 = 0.9746.
In A2 condition, RT starts with a linearly increasing trend until four-object level, and
keeps steady till seven-object level, then it’s value starts to increase again afterwards. That is,
there is an obvious steady stage between four-object level to seven-object level. A linear
regression was run and the adjusted R2 = 0.7754, much lower than in A1 and the other two
conditions below.
Under B1 condition, the increasing trend is throughout the eight levels, however, there is
an increase of the slope between five-object to six-object settings, and the slope turns back to the
original one after seven-object setting. A linear regression was run and the adjusted R2 = 0.9538,
still lower than in A1.
Under B2 condition, similar to B1, there is a consistent increasing trend in reaction time.
But, the slope gets less steep starting from five-object setting. A linear regression was run and the
adjusted R2 = 0.9236, lower than in A1 and B1.
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A1

A2

B1

B2

Figure 4-4 Scatter plot for accuracy (average value in each level of Obj#) against Obj# under four
different conditions. For example, A1 means Task A in Game Low setting. The curve in the chart is the
best-fit model determined by Scatter.smooth function in R.
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From Figure 4-4, we can see that accuracy kept much steady before seven-object setting
in both condition A1 and B1 (i.e., the low Game Complexity conditions), and after seven-object
level, the accuracy shows a decending trend under these two conditions. In both A2 and B2
conditions (that is, the high Game Complexity conditions), a continuse decending trend in
accuracy is found. Besides, slope gets less steep around six-object or seven setting in these two
conditions. The adjusted R2 values of a linear regression model equals to 0.1541 in A1, 0.6021
in A2, 0.4379 in B1, 0.8575 in B2. Only in A2 and B2, the accuracy can be seen to drop as in a
linear trend.
To summarize the findings in reaction time and Accuray trends, it shows that the trends
altered somehow around five-object and eight-object levels. The specific changes in trend vary
according to different conditions. The trends can help to undertand their strategies changes more
and the discussion will be shown later after the perceived strateges description.

Discussion on Performance data
Although previous research (Tresilian, 1995) argued that the influence of cognition
procedure may be minimized in relative judgement TTC tasks compared with PM tasks.
Performance data in this study shows that the object number did have a significant effect on the
relative TTC judgement performance (both reaction time and accuracy). Such relative TTC
judgement was found constrained by cognitive capacity so as in PM tasks in literature (Delucia
and Novak, 1997).
The reaction time increases with the incresing object number, and its trend slightly differ
from different condition. Relatively, the Task A – Which is the first-arrival? with low Game
complexity (A1) yield to the most linear increase in reaction time. This may indicate a more
consistent strategys that were adopted through out all the levels. While A2 condition shows an
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apparent steady stage when the object number is between four to seven, which indicates a
threshold (Obj# = 5) above which performance gets better, and another threshold (Obj# = 8) after
that reaction time increases again. This could potentially be due to a change in the judgment
strategy near the two threshold levels (Obj#= 5, 8). In conditoin of B1, a similar but less obvious
trend was found as in A2, therefore, the threshold levels could be five-object and eight-object
levels as it is in A2 condition. Condition B2 shows a continousely increase in reaction time but
indicating an threshold being around five-object level after which the slope becomes less steep.
Accuracy is negatively affected by the Obj# too, especially under the condition of B2,
which requires a judgement of velocity with Tau cue not reliable. Similar trend change was found
in A1 and B1, where the accuracy starts to show an obvious drop after Object number is six. A2
and B2 condition shows a decrease from the beginning, but the slope gets less steep after Object
number is around eight. Overall, accuracy is less sensitive to Object number than reaction time.
Under the low Game complexity settings, accuracy indicates a threshold around six-object level
while under the high Game complexity settings, the threshold increases to eight-object level.
As expected, Game significantly affects the performance. high level of Game complexity
is more difficulty in terms of slightly less time to finish and the conflicts between the Tau cue and
Velocity cue. Task only affect the accuracy but not the reaction time, it could be because of the
time-stressful nature of the task itself. Another interesting finding is that the present order of the
object number (ObjOrder) had a significant effect on both the reaction time and the accuracy,
which was not expected. It showed that participants tended to make judgement faster if they start
with more objects (order is from 9 to 2), but the accuracy is lower. It could be explained as
follows: the cognitive capacity forced participants to react in a quicker way if they start with more
challenging setting (Obj# is high), therefore, the starting point of reaction time is lower in the
Nine-to-two setting. However, if they start with less challenging setting (Obj# is low), they
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intended to get higher accuracy in a less “rushing” setting, ending up with a slightly longer
reaction time at the first place.

Performance Summary
To summarize the findings in performance, here is the review of each hypothesis, the
conclusion and the evidence.
Hypothesis for ANOVA
Hypothesis 1: Number of object (Obj#, level) affects the performance significantly; More objects
will yield worse performance.
Conclusion: It’s accepted.
Evidence: ANOVA results shows significant effect from Obj# on reaction time
(P=0.004) and accuracy (P=0.000). More objects yield worse
performance: the range of reaction time is 2.00s (Obj# = 2) to 2.72s
(Obj# = 9); the range of accuracy is 79.8% (Obj# = 9) to 91.0% (Obj#
=2).
Hypothesis 2: The high level of Game Complexity will yield to a lower performance level.
Conclusion: It’s accepted.
Evidence: P value for Game from ANOVA is 0.000. reaction time is higher and
Accuracy is lower in the Game High condition (more challenging one).
Other factors: It is assumed that the present order of the object number (ObjOrder) and the order
of the games (GOrder) will not affect the performance significantly.
Conclusion: This assumption is rejected for ObjOrder and reject it for Gorder in
reaction time. Accept it for Gorder in terms of accuracy.
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Evidence: ObjOrder shows significant effects on both performance metrics
(P=0.000 for both). Both are higher in the first type of present order,
that is, from two-object setting to nine-object setting. Goder has a
significant effect on reaction time only (P = 0.039).
Hypothesis for Trends.
Hypothesis: There exist a(some) Obj# threshold(s) above which the performance trend will alter.
The trends will be different under different conditions.
Conclusion: It is accepted especially in A2 condition: There exist a(some) Obj#
threshold(s) above which the Reaction time trend alters in A2.
Evidence: The trend of performance can’t be predicted using one single linear
model under A2 condition. Different conditions show slightly different
trend changes. Overall, the threshold levels for reaction time under A2
condition are at five-object level and eight-object level.

Perceived Strategy

Data Analysis Approach
In order to get the perceived strategies based on their written strategy, more interpretation
is needed besides the key-words approach. Also, quantitative data is needed to run a comparison
between different information cues described before. Given the above needs, the following steps
were developed to analyze the strategy data.
Step 1. Read and interpret each written strategy, and manually classify them into the
following six categories based on the three selected information cues: RL (relative location), Tau,
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Velocity, RL+Tau, RL+Velocity and Tau+Velocity. The last three categories represent when both
of the corresponding cues were mentioned. For some strategies, it’s vague, for example, it can be
interpreted as either RL or Velocity, then it will go as RL+Velocity when conducted the analysis
in this section.
Step 2. For each level of object number under one condition (A1, A2, B1 or B2), count
the frequency of each strategy category. For example, there were 12 participants who took the
Task A under low Complexity level (a total of 12 participants in A1 condition). Therefore, count
how many participants out of the 12 ones choose to rely on RL to make the judgement separately
for 2-object level, 3-object level, …, 9-object level (totally 8 levels). Repeat the same counting
procedure for all other five categories: Tau, Velocity, RL+Tau, RL+Velocity and Tau+Velocity.
Step 3. Calculate the adjusted values for the three cues: RL, Tau and Velocity, given each
cue the equal weight for the combined strategy category (e.g. for RL+Tau, RL and Tau was
equally counted as 0.5). For example, under 2-object setting in condition A1, if there are four
participants chose RL, and three chose Tau, three chose RL+Tau and two chose RL+Velocity.
The adjusted values for RL = 4 + 3×0.5 + 2×0.5 = 6.5, Tau = 3 + 3×0.5 = 4.5, Velocity = 2×0.5 =
1. This ends with a total of 6.5 + 4.5 + 1 = 12, which is the number of participants under
condition A1.
Step 4. Finally, the percentage values for RL, Tau and Velocity was calculated by
dividing the adjusted values by 12 for each condition.
After getting all the percentage data, firstly, the descriptive statistics were displayed and
discussed. Then, Chai-square tests (will be described in details in Results section) were run to
investigate the effects from object number on perceived strategies (choice of the three visual
cues). At last, the tendency of altering strategy was discussed under different conditions by
counting how many participants kept their strategy independent on the Object number.
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Hypothesis
Hypothesis 1: Relative location will be most widely used cue under each condition, that is,
regardless of the conditions.
Justification (1): In lateral motion case, Law et al.’s study (1993) on two-target RJ task
supported that if any cues other than TTC information insist, viewers tend to rely
on the cues that enable them to make a relative judgment.
Hypothesis 2: Tau usage is condition dependent. Tau is more preferred under Task A – which is
the first arrival? Similarly, tau will be relied more in low Game complexity
setting, where the tau is more reliable.
Hypothesis 3: Velocity usage is condition dependent. Velocity will be preferred under Task B –
which is the fastest?
Justification (2,3): Both H2 and H3 are reasonable according to the design of the experiment.
Tau was defined based on the time-to-contact task, which is what the Task A–
which is the first arrival ask the participant to do. While, the Task B – which is the
fastest? is more relevant to velocity judgment, where Velocity cue is expected to
be relied on more. Similar to the hypothesis in ANOVA for performance data,
Game complexity should also have influence on if they would rely on Tau or not,
especially in Task B.
Hypothesis 4: Object Number has effects on how participants choose cues, i.e., there will be
a(some) alters(s) in the choice of cues as object number increases. Such effects are
condition dependent. There are furthermore four other hypotheses under this part,
which will be described in details in Results section.
Hypothesis 5: Under different conditions (Task and Game complexity), the tendency of altering
strategy is different.
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Justification (4,5): As assumed in performance data, cognitive capacity limitation will be true in
the designed task. Therefore, potential alterration in their search strategy would be
expected to occur when the level hits certain threshold. This is also consistent with
the guess in Delucia and Novak’s study (Delucia & Novak, 1997) when they
concluded a change in the search strategy/pattern could occur and led to the alter in
performance.

RESULTS

Hypothesis 1, 2, 3: Overall Results.
Figure 4-5 shows the percentage of cue usage (perceived strategy) for all data, two
different tasks and two different levels of game complexity.

Figure 4-5. Percentage use of cues for all data and under different Tasks (A or B) and different Game
complexity level (low or high)
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Hypothesis 1 is accepted. On the whole, the Relative location (RL) cue was used most
widely with an average of 67.7%, followed by Tau (21.0%), and the least applied cue was the
velocity (11.3%). RL’s domination is independent to the task and game complexity level. Overall,
RL is more relied on in Task B than Task A and in low Game Complexity settings. The
domination of Relative location use is consistent with previous findings in other similar tasks
(Tresilian, 1995). Even when the task is to identify the first-arrival object (Task A), the most
relevant cue, i.e., Tau was not the most popular one. Instead, more participants sill trust relative
location.
Hypothesis 2 is accepted. As expected, Tau use is higher in Task A– which is the first
arrival? (32.3%) compared with Task B – which is the fastest? (9.6%). Besides, 23.7%
participants choose to rely on Tau in low Game Complexity setting, while slight fewer
participants (22.4%) prefer Tau in the high Game Complexity setting. This is expected since the
Tau is less reliable for velocity judgment under high Game Complexity.
Hypothesis 3 is accepted. As expectedly, Velocity is found to be more preferred in Task
B – which is the fastest? (12.0%) than in Task A – which is the first arrival?
Hypothesis 1-3 in four conditions. Furthermore, Figure 4-6 shows the percentage use of
cues for four different conditions: A1 means Task A – First Arrival in low Game Complex
setting, where tau is a reliable judgement cue for velocity. A2 means Task A – First Arrival in
high Game Complex setting, where tau is not a reliable judgement cue for velocity. B1 means
Task B – Fastest in low Game Complex setting. B2 means Task B – Fastest in high Game
Complex setting.
Relative location is least preferred in A2 (44.3%), where Tau use is pretty close to RL
use, and is the most preferred in B1 (82.8%).
Tau is most widely used in A2 (38.0%) and least in B2 (6.8%), which makes sense since
in B2, tau is not reliable for velocity judgment. The high value in A2 also explains why overall in
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high Game Complexity setting, the tau use is higher than low Game Complexity setting
(mentioned in Hypothesis 2 above).
Velocity was more popular in B2 (19.3%) compared with the other three conditions
(3.6% in A1, 17.7% in A2 and 4.7% in B1). This result is expected since B2 requires velocity
judgment but Tau is not reliable.

Figure 4-6. Percentage use of cues under different conditions: A1 means Task A – First Arrival in low
Game Complex setting; A2 means Task A in high Complex setting; B1 means Task B – Fastest in low
Complex setting. B2 means Task B in high Complex setting.

Hypothesis 4: Object Number effects.
Figure 4-8 shows the overall perceived strategy changes according to the Obj# as well as
the trends under the four different conditions.
From the all data chart in Figure 4-8, we can see that the Velocity was used relatively
more in the the first two levels (Obj# = 2 or 3) and kept a low use of around 10% with the number
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of objects increasing. Tau was slightly more preferred in the middle levels (Obj# = 5, 6, 7), where
the relative location (RL) was slightly less relied on. As to Relative location, the percentage of
RL use increased to a relatively high value when Obj# = 4 and kept a slightly low percentage in
middle levels (Obj# = 5, 6, 7) before it increased again at last two levels (Obj# = 8, 9).
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Figure 4-7. Percentage use of cues against object numbers for all data and under the four conditions.

According Figure 4-7 (four-condition charts), we can see that the influence of Obj# on
the perceived strategy varies according to the conditions. For example, the strategy trend kept
steadier as the Obj# increases in condition A1. Under this condition, Relative location dominates
and only when object number hits seven its use dropped while Tau increased slightly. Velocity
kept a pretty low usage: only around 5% and when Obj# = 8, no one uses Velocity.
Another steady trend is in B1. This is where RL shows the most usage in all the levels,
while the other two cues were not preferred throughout the levels. The use of RL shows a slight
increase when Obj# = 5 and another increase when Obj# =9. Tau maintains a quite steady trend
throughout the levels with a minor increase when Obj# =4, and a drop when Obj# =9. Velocity,
similar to the one in A1, kept a low usage and when Obj# = 9, no one uses Velocity.
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Figure 4-8. Percentage use of cues against object numbers in A2 and reaction time trend in A2

While in A2 and B2, the trend altered obviously when Obj# =5 and when Obj#=8. In
these two high Game Complexity settings (A2 and B2), the Tau cue usage increased clearly when
the Obj# is around 5-7 and decrease again with the Obj# being 8 or 9. As to RL, the percentage of
RL use increased to quite a high value when Obj# = 4 in A2 and dropped during Obj# = 5, 6, 7.
Similarly, in B2, the RL usage kept a slightly low percentage in middle levels (Obj# = 5, 6, 7)
before it increased again at last two levels (Obj# = 8, 9). Figure 4-8 helps to see the cue usage and
the reaction time side by side. In A2, when the Obj# = 5, reaction time trend altered and this is
also when the preference of RL and Tau switched. Similarly, the slope of reaction time in A2
decreased when Obj# = 5 and that is when the usage of Tau increased with RL use dropped.
Besides of the above descriptive statistics, Chi-Square tests (with the following four
hypothesis) were run under the four different conditions (A1, A2, B1, B2) to address the
Hypothesis 4. Results are shown in Table 4-3 to Table 4-6.
Hypothesis 4.1: There is no relation between the Obj# and which cue (of the three cues: RL, Tau,
Velocity) participants choose to rely on.
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Hypothesis 4.2: There is no difference in the use of Relative location among different levels of
the Obj#.
Hypothesis 4.3: There is no difference in the use of Tau among different levels of the Obj#.
Hypothesis 4.4: There is no difference in the use of Velocity among different levels of the Obj#.
For each test, the expected frequency was calculated by treating a same frequency among
all the levels of object number. For example, as in Table 4-3, when calculated the Expected
Frequency for RL (right side of the table), the sum of the real usage of RL needed to be calculated
as shown on the ‘Observed Frequency’ part. The sum for RL is 67, therefore, the expected RL use
for each level will be 67/8 = 8.38.
Table 4-3. Chi square tests data and results in condition Task A, low Game Complexity (A1)
Observed Frequency
Strategy
RL
Obj#
2
8.50
3
8.50
4
8.50
5
8.50
6
8.50
7
8.00
8
8.50
9
8.00
Sum
67.00

Tau
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.50
3.50
3.50
25.50

Velocity

Sum

0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.00
0.50
3.50

12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
96.00

Expected Frequency
Strategy
RL
Obj#
2
8.38
3
8.38
4
8.38
5
8.38
6
8.38
7
8.38
8
8.38
9
8.38

Tau
3.19
3.19
3.19
3.19
3.19
3.19
3.19
3.19

Velocity
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.44

Relationship between Obj# and Choice of cues.
κ2 = 0.69, Degree of freedom = (3–1) × (8–1) = 14.
κ2 (α=0.05, df =14) = 23.69, κ2 (α=0.01, df =14) = 29.14
Fail to reject Null Hypothesis 4.1. There is no statistical relation between Obj# and the choice of cues.
For RL:
κ2 = 0.04, Degree of freedom = (8–1) = 7.
κ2 (α=0.05, df =7) = 14.07, κ2 (α=0.01, df =7) = 18.48
Fail to reject Null Hypothesis 4.2. There is no statistical difference between Obj# in terms of RL use.
For Tau:
κ2 = 0.15, Degree of freedom = (8–1) = 7.
κ2 (α=0.05, df =7) = 14.07, κ2 (α=0.01, df =7) = 18.48
Fail to reject Null Hypothesis 4.3. There is no statistical difference between Obj# in terms of Tau use.
For Velocity:
κ2 = 0.50, Degree of freedom = (8–1) = 7.
κ2 (α=0.05, df =7) = 14.07, κ2 (α=0.01, df =7) = 18.48
Fail to reject Null Hypothesis 4.4. There is no statistical difference between Obj# in terms of Velocity use.
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Table 4-4. Chi square tests data and results in condition Task A, high Game Complexity (A2)
Observed Frequency

Expected Frequency

Strategy
Obj#
2

RL

Tau

Velocity

12.00

Strategy
Obj#
2

RL

Tau

Velocity

Sum

6.00

3.50

2.50

5.31

4.56

2.13

3

5.00

4.50

2.50

12.00

3

5.31

4.56

2.13

4

7.00

3.00

2.00

12.00

4

5.31

4.56

2.13

5

5.00

5.00

2.00

12.00

5

5.31

4.56

2.13

6

5.00

5.50

1.50

12.00

6

5.31

4.56

2.13

7

4.50

5.00

2.50

12.00

7

5.31

4.56

2.13

8

5.00

5.00

2.00

12.00

8

5.31

4.56

2.13

9

5.00

5.00

2.00

12.00

9

5.31

4.56

2.13

Sum

42.50

36.50

17.00

96.00

Relationship between Obj# and Choice of cues.
κ2 = 2.40, Degree of freedom = (3–1) × (8–1) = 14.
κ2 (α=0.05, df =14) = 23.69, κ2 (α=0.01, df =14) = 29.14
Fail to reject Null Hypothesis 4.1. There is no statistical relation between Obj# and the choice of cues.
For RL:
κ2 = 0.84, Degree of freedom = (8–1) = 7.
κ2 (α=0.05, df =7) = 14.07, κ2 (α=0.01, df =7) = 18.48
Fail to reject Null Hypothesis 4.2. There is no statistical difference between Obj# in terms of RL use.
For Tau:
κ2 = 1.14, Degree of freedom = (8–1) = 7.
κ2 (α=0.05, df =7) = 14.07, κ2 (α=0.01, df =7) = 18.48
Fail to reject Null Hypothesis 4.3. There is no statistical difference between Obj# in terms of Tau use.
For Velocity:
κ2 = 0.41, Degree of freedom = (8–1) = 7.
κ2 (α=0.05, df =7) = 14.07, κ2 (α=0.01, df =7) = 18.48
Fail to reject Null Hypothesis 4.4. There is no statistical difference between Obj# in terms of Velocity use.
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Table 4-5. Chi square tests data and results in condition Task B, low Game Complexity (B1)
Observed Frequency

Expected Frequency

Strategy
Obj#
2

RL

Tau

Velocity

Sum

RL

Tau

Velocity

12.00

Strategy
Obj#
2

9.50

1.50

1.00

8.38

3.19

0.44

3

9.50

1.50

1.00

12.00

3

8.38

3.19

0.44

4

8.38

3.19

0.44

4

9.50

2.00

0.50

12.00

5

10.00

1.50

0.50

12.00

5

8.38

3.19

0.44

6

10.00

1.50

0.50

12.00

6

8.38

3.19

0.44

7

8.38

3.19

0.44

7

10.00

1.50

0.50

12.00

8

10.00

1.50

0.50

12.00

8

8.38

3.19

0.44

9

11.00

1.00

0.00

12.00

9

8.38

3.19

0.44

4.50

96.00

Sum

79.50

12.00

Relationship between Obj# and Choice of cues.
κ2 = 11.77, Degree of freedom = (3–1) × (8–1) = 14.
κ2 (α=0.05, df =14) = 23.69, κ2 (α=0.01, df =14) = 29.14
Fail to reject Null Hypothesis 4.1. There is no statistical relation between Obj# and the choice of cues.
For RL:
κ2 = 2.54, Degree of freedom = (8–1) = 7.
κ2 (α=0.05, df =7) = 14.07, κ2 (α=0.01, df =7) = 18.48
Fail to reject Null Hypothesis 4.2. There is no statistical difference between Obj# in terms of RL use.
For Tau:
κ2 = 7.30, Degree of freedom = (8–1) = 7.
κ2 (α=0.05, df =7) = 14.07, κ2 (α=0.01, df =7) = 18.48
Fail to reject Null Hypothesis 4.3. There is no statistical difference between Obj# in terms of Tau use.
For Velocity:
κ2 = 1.93, Degree of freedom = (8–1) = 7.
κ2 (α=0.05, df =7) = 14.07, κ2 (α=0.01, df =7) = 18.48
Fail to reject Null Hypothesis 4.4. There is no statistical difference between Obj# in terms of Velocity
use.

Among all the tests, there are three Chi square values that are bigger than the critical
values. Both are in the B2 condition (see Table 4-6). One Chi square is regarding the Null
Hypothesis 1, which addresses the relation between Obj# and the choice of cues. The second Chi
square is regarding the Null Hypothesis 1, i.e. RL use and the Obj#. The last Chi square is
regarding the Null Hypothesis 3, i.e. Tau use and the Obj#. The first test tells us, under the
condition B2 (Task B, high Game Complexity), the Obj# affects the choice of cues significantly
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at α=0.01. The other two significant Chi square tests tell us that RL and Velocity use was
significantly different among the different levels of Obj# at α=0.01.
Table 4-6. Chi square tests data and results in condition Task B, high Game Complexity (B2)
Observed Frequency

Expected Frequency
Strategy
RL
Tau
Obj#
2
5.31
4.56

Strategy
Obj#
2

RL

Tau

Velocity

Sum

10.50

0.00

1.50

12.00

3

10.50

0.50

1.00

12.00

3

5.31

4.56

2.13

4

11.00

0.50

0.50

12.00

4

5.31

4.56

2.13

5

10.50

1.50

0.00

12.00

5

5.31

4.56

2.13

6

10.50

1.50

0.00

12.00

6

5.31

4.56

2.13

7

10.50

1.50

0.00

12.00

7

5.31

4.56

2.13

8

11.50

0.50

0.00

12.00

8

5.31

4.56

2.13

9

11.50

0.50

0.00

12.00

9

5.31

4.56

2.13

Sum

86.50

6.50

3.00

96.00

Velocity
2.13

Relationship between Obj# and Choice of cues.
κ2 = 83.67, Degree of freedom = (3–1) × (8–1) = 14.
κ2 (α=0.05, df =14) = 23.69, κ2 (α=0.01, df =14) = 29.14
Reject Null Hypothesis 4.1. There is a significant relation between Obj# and the choice of cues at α=0.01.
For RL:
κ2 = 45.83, Degree of freedom = (8–1) = 7.
κ2 (α=0.05, df =7) = 14.07, κ2 (α=0.01, df =7) = 18.48
Reject Null Hypothesis 4.2. There is a statistical difference among Obj# in terms of RL use at α=0.01.
For Tau:
κ2 = 25.20, Degree of freedom = (8–1) = 7.
κ2 (α=0.05, df =7) = 14.07, κ2 (α=0.01, df =7) = 18.48
Reject Null Hypothesis 4.3. There is a statistical difference among Obj# in terms of Tau use at α=0.01.
For Velocity:
κ2 = 12.65, Degree of freedom = (8–1) = 7.
κ2 (α=0.05, df =7) = 14.07, κ2 (α=0.01, df =7) = 18.48
Fail to reject Null Hypothesis 4.4. There is no statistical difference between Obj# in terms of Velocity use.

Referring to the Figure 4-10 (in B2), the Tau cue usage increased clearly when the Obj#
is around 5-7 and decrease again with the Obj# being 8 or 9. Besides, The RL usage kept a
slightly low percentage in middle levels (Obj# = 5, 6, 7) before it increased again at last two
levels (Obj# = 8, 9).
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Hypothesis 5: Tendency of altering strategy is slightly task dependent.
The Table 4-7 summarize the number of participants who didn’t change their strategies as
the Object number increases. In total, we have eight participants in A1 and five in A2 conditions
that stick to their strategy, and 10 in B1, nine in B2. It seems that participants tend to keep the
strategy in Task B – First Arrival more than Task A – Fastest one. Especially, under B1, almost
all the participants (10 out of 12) choose not to change the strategy.
If we looked at only RL cue, more participants in low Game Complexity settings (five for
A1 and eight for B1) tend to keep the strategy, compared with high Game Complexity settings
(two for A1 and seven for B2).
Table 4-7. Participants number who didn’t change the strategy
How many participants that didn’t change the strategy
Conditions
RL

Tau

A1

5

2

A2

2

B1

8

B2

7

Velocity

RL + Tau

RL +
Velocity

Sum
Tau + Velocity
8

1
1

1
1

1

5

1
1
1

10
9

Limitations
Although some studies found there is little difference between participants’ eyemovement data and the data from retrospective think-aloud protocol, the approach of such
retrospective think-aloud protocol that was used in this study still bares the same shortcoming and
limitations. For example, not all of the participants can well remember or well understand their
own judgement, in this study, the participants were asked to practice until they are fully confident
about their strategy. But it can be controlled how much they understand their strategies. One more
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important fact, the participants were asked to write down their strategies for each level of object
numbers. It is also difficult to control the effects from the strategy in previous level on the one in
later level. Participants may think they adopted the same strategy but in fact there were some
subtle difference that they were not aware of.
Besides of the nature of the retrospective think-aloud protocol, there is also another
limitation of this approach: the subjective judgment when interpret the written strategy. The
participants only described what they think they were doing in order to make a judgement. One
tester interpreted the written strategy and categorize them into three main cue usage groups.
His/her understanding of the strategy and the cues is a confounding factor. It would have
provided more reliable classification if there were more than one expertise (who understands the
cues well) to interpret the strategies. The fact that the written strategies were classified into more
than three main groups tells us that the boundary between each cue were not clear in participants’
written strategies.

Perceived Strategy Summary
Below lists out a review of the hypothesis proposed at the beginning of the section in
order to summarize the findings.
Hypothesis 1: Relative location will be most widely used cue under each condition, that is,
regardless of the conditions.
Conclusion: It is accepted.
Evidence: Relative location cue was the most widely used cue overall (65.6%)
speaking. No matter if it is in Task A (52.9%), in Task B (78.4%), in low Game
complexity setting (72.1%) or in high Game complexity setting (59.1%), RL is the
most preferred cue. lowest use (44.3%) of RL occurs in condition A2, where Tau
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was preferred the most (38%) compared with other conditions, and the highest RL
use is in condition B1.
Hypothesis 2: Tau usage is condition dependent. Tau is more preferred under Task A – which is
the first arrival? Similarly, tau will be relied more in low Game Complexity
setting, where the tau is more reliable.
Conclusion: It is accepted.
Evidence: Tau use in Task A (36.5%) is much higher than in Tas B (9.6%). In
low Game complexity setting (23.7%), Tau use is slightly higher than in the high
Game Complexity (22.4%). The highest Tau use is under condition A2 (38%) and
the lowest use of Tau is under condition B2.
Hypothesis 3: Velocity usage is condition dependent. Velocity will be preferred under Task B –
which is the fastest?
Conclusion: It is accepted.
Evidence: Velocity is the least preferred cue in all conditions and in all data
(11.3%). It is preferred in Task B (12.0%) than in Task A (10.7%). The high
Game complexity setting (18.5%) yield much more Velocity use compared with
the low setting (4.2%). The highest use of Velocity is under B2 condition (19.3%)
and the lowest is in A1 (3.6%).
Hypothesis 4: Object Number has effects on how participants choose cues, i.e., there will be
a(some) alters(s) in the choice of cues as object number increases. Such effects are
condition dependent.
Conclusion: It is accepted. Under condition B2, it is significant statistically.
Evidence: When look at all the data, the percentage use of RL decreases when
object number is 5, 6 and 7 and increases when object number gets to eight and
nine. The Tau use increases in the middle levels (Obj# = 5, 6, 7), while the
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percentage use of Velocity is higher in the first two levels (Obj# =2 or 3). For
different condition: A1 and B1 shows the steadiest trend of cue usage, and the
other two conditions shares a trend change around five-object level and eightobject level, with the RL use drop and increase (Tau use increases and drops).
Hypothesis 4.1: There is no relation between the Obj# and which cue (of the three cues: RL, Tau,
Velocity) participants choose to rely on.
Conclusion: All accepted expect for condition B2.
Evidence: κ2 test is significant at α=0.01 under B2. There is a significant relation
between Obj# and the choice of cues.
Hypothesis 4.2: There is no difference in the use of Relative location among different levels of
the Obj#.
Conclusion: All accepted expect for condition B2. There is a statistical
difference among Obj# in terms of RL use. As mentioned before, the RL use
dropped during the 5-object level to 7-object level.
Evidence: κ2 test is significant at α=0.01.
Hypothesis 4.3: There is no difference in the use of Tau among different levels of the Obj#.
Conclusion: All accepted expect for condition B2.
Evidence: κ2 test is significant at α=0.01. There is a statistical difference among
Obj# in terms of Tau use. As mentioned before, the Tau use increases during the
5-object level to 7-object level.
Hypothesis 4.4: There is no difference in the use of Velocity among different levels of the Obj#.
Conclusion: All accepted.
Evidence: κ2 test is not significant.
Hypothesis 5: Under different conditions (Task and Game complexity), the tendency of altering
strategy is different.
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Conclusion: It is accepted.
Evidence: Very few participants (5 out of 12) under condition A2 chose to stick
to one strategy, while almost all the participants (10 out of 12) under B1
conditions kept their strategy along with the increase in Object number.
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Performance associated with Perceived Strategy

Purpose and research question
This section aims to understand if the performance is associated with the perceived
strategy. First question is if any of the three visual cues would potentially enhance the
performance. Based on the data collected in this study, we can answer the specific question: is
there a difference in performance in cases where different visual cues were chosen. The other
question is whether there is any consistency in terms of the threshold for performance data and
the level where participants tend to change the strategy.

Data Analysis Approach
As shown before, the percentages use of the three different cues (Relative location, Tau
and Velocity) are not equal, that is, the prerequisites of statistical tests are not met. Thus, only the
descriptive statistics (Mean ± Standard Error) were included in this section. Firstly, the
performance data (both reaction time and accuracy) was grouped based on what cues the
participant chose. At first, only the three main categories (RL, Tau and Velocity) were
considered, and the combinational category (RL+ Tau, RL+ Velocity and Tau + Velocity) was
not included since it’s difficulty to divide the performance data into different single-cue groups.
After grouping the data, it was found that there was no Tau and Velocity cue usage under certain
conditions, therefore, all the data for those who chose RL+Velocity, Tau+Velocity or Tau +
Velocity was included together as Combined group.
Therefore, there are four groups of data: RL, Tau, Velocity and Combined were created.
Then, the mean and standard error were calculated under different levels of object number for
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each category. Note that these calculations are separate by the four different conditions (A1, A2,
B1 and B2).

Results and Discussion
First question:
Figure 4-9 to Figure 4-12 show the reaction time data and the accuracy data under the
four conditions.
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Figure 4-9. Reaction time (Mean ± SE) and accuracy (Mean ± SE) in A1 condition

Condition A1. Reaction time in RL group as well as the Combined group keeps
increasing with the Obj# increasing (Figure 4-9). While reaction time in Tau group has a drop
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after Obj# =7. Tau group shows the highest Reaction time compared with RL group and the
Combined group (Figure 4-9) overall. Even though the SE is high for Tau, but the values for Tau
group is still higher than RL group. For the accuracy (Figure 4-10), the Tau group outperform RL
group under condition A1 (expect for Obj#=8, too close), which is expected, but it’s not
statistically better than the Combined Group.
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Figure 4-10. Reaction time (Mean ± SE) and accuracy (Mean ± SE) in A2 condition

Condition A2. Under this condition, the increase in reaction time is not sustained for all
the group. Overall, the Tau group shows less reaction time compared with RL group (only except
for Obj# = 2). Participants who rely on Tau in condition A2 tends to need a shorter judging time
to make a decision compared with RL group. However, the Tau group doesn’t all yield to a
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higher accuracy (see Figure 4-10). Only two participants chose Velocity under condition A2,
where their reaction time (Figure4-11) is the lowest compared with RL and Tau groups, but the
accuracy (Figure4-10) is not higher than RL and Tau groups.
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Figure 4-11. Reaction time (Mean ± SE) and accuracy (Mean ± SE) in B1 condition

Condition B1. There is no Tau group or Velocity group in B1 condition (Figure 4-11),
therefore, the combined group was mainly used to compare with RL. In condition B1, where Tau
is a reliable cue for the judgement of the Fastest object, the combined group has an overall better
performance in reaction time, only when Obj# =9. And the accuracy was overall better than RL
group.
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Figure 4-12. Reaction time (Mean ± SE) and accuracy (Mean ± SE) in B2 condition

Condition B2. In this condition (Figure 4-12), only one participant chose Tau as cue, and
he/she shows a better performance (both reaction time and accuracy) when Obj# = 5 and 6 and
only when Obj#=7, his/her accuracy is lower than RL group. Also, only one participant chose
Velocity under this condition, and his/her performance is worse than the RL group.
Second question:
In order to compare both the trend in performance and the trend in Strategy, the following
Figure 4-14 to Figure 4-17 combines both the trend chart of reaction time against object number
(the Figure 4-3) and the percentage use of visual cues against object number (the Figure 4-7).
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As presented before and shown in Figure 4-13, condition of A1 shows a steady linear
trend in reaction time against the object number, and at the same time, the A1 condition also
shows the steadiest trend of cue usage.
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Figure 4-13. Comparing between the RT trend and Perceived Strategy trend in A1

Condition of B1 (Figure 4-14) shows a similar trend to A1 condition for both the
performance and the strategy adopted.
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Figure 4-14. Comparing between the RT trend and Perceived Strategy trend in B1
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Figure 4-15. Comparing between the RT trend and Perceived Strategy trend in A2

Under condition of A2 (Figure 4-15), where the threshold levels for performance are fiveobject level and eight-object level, in between which the reaction time kept steady. Similar in the
strategy trend, the RL use dropped at five-object level and increase again at eight-object levels.
Under condition of B2 (Figure 4-16), where the cue usage was found significantly
different among the levels of object number (RL use drops and Tau use increases significantly at
five-object level), and the reaction time shows a change of the slope around the five-object level.
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Figure 4-16. Comparing between the RT trend and Perceived Strategy trend in B2

Overall, the threshold for a change in Strategy (i.e. cue usage) is consistent with the
change in performance. It seems that such judgement strategy changes in these levels led to the
‘non-linear’ trend in performance. This idea was first proposed to explain the performance
changes in Delucia & Novak’s study (1997).

Performance and Percieved Strategy Summary
The findings can be summarized as follows according to the two questions raised at the
beginning of this section.
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To answer the first question of “if any of the three visual cues would potentially enhance
the performance”, it was found that RL group shows a lower Reaction time compared with Tau
group when the Game complexity is low (A1 and B1) and the trend is opposite when the Game
complexity is high (A2 and B2). Accuracy is strongly level-dependent. RL group yield a
relatively steadier accuracy values compared with Tau group or Combined group in A2 and B2.
But in low Game complexity setting (A1, B1), RL group shows lower Accuracy especially when
Obj# is high. In a word at end, it can be concluded that RL might not be a better choice when the
setting is less complex when Accuracy is the priority.
To address the second question of “whether there is any consistency in terms of the
threshold for performance data and the level where participants tend to change the strategy”, the
findings support that they are consistent. Both performance (reaction time) and cue percentage
use trend shows the thresholds at five-object level and eight-object level.
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Chapter Summary

Performance Key findings – Research Q1 and Q2
Research Question 1: Will performance be affected by the Task Questions (Task A–
First arrival, Task B–Fastest one), Game Complexity level and
other factors in such TTC task?
Findings: Performance is affected by Game complexity level, with worse performance in
Game High condition. Accuracy is significantly affected by Task but not the
reaction time. Task A–First Arrival shows a higher accuracy compared with
Task B–Fastest one.
Research Question 2: Will the relative judgement of TTC task in lateral motion case
designed in this study be constrained by cognitive capacity? In
other word, will the Object number affect the performance level?
Findings: Data shows that number of objects (Obj#) affects the performance
significantly. More object number will yield worse performance. Therefore, it
is found that this relative judgement of TTC task in lateral motion case
designed in this study be constrained by cognitive capacity. The threshold
levels in performance (especially reaction time) under condition A2 and B2 are
five-object level and eight-object level.

Perceived Strategy Key findings – Research Q3
Research Question 3: Do participants have preference among the three the visual cues:
Relative location, Tau and Velocity? Will the preference
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dependent on the Tasks and (or) Game complexity, and the
object number?
Findings: Participants prefer to rely on Relative location to make judgement in both Task
A–First arrival and Task B–Fastest one, and under both Game complexity
level. Tau is more relied in Task A–First but still not as popular as RL.
Velocity is the least preferred cue even in the Task B –Fastest one which
requires a judgment of relative velocity. Participants tend to change their
strategies with increasing object number under the condition of B2 and the
threshold levels are five-object level and eight-object level.

Perceived Strategy affects Performance – Research Q4
Research Question 4: Will the cue preference affect the performance? That is, if some
visual cue is more reliable to make the relative judgement of TTC
task in lateral motion?
Findings: Participants who chose Tau as the cue did outperform those who chose RL, in
fact, RL group shows the worst performance under the four different conditions
(A1, A2, B1 and B2). Also, the change in their strategy did yield a change in
performance, and the threshold for changes are consistent between the strategy
choice and the performance.
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Chapter 5

Scanpath

Chapter Overview
This chapter deals with the eye-movement data, the scanpath in particular, that was
collected during the task. Little work has been reported that covers a discussion on scanpath in a
relative judgement of TTC task in a lateral motion. This chapter aims to provide a thorough
analysis on the scanpath, including visualization, paired comparison using vector-based scanpath,
and a supervised model learning based on scanpath to predict the strategy.
Scanpath visualization utilizes the gaze plot that was generated by Tobii Studio, which
contains the fixation location, sequence of fixations and fixation duration information as in a
graph. The purpose of this section is to compare the gaze plot patterns with the expected scanpath
patterns given a perceived strategy. This section is the first step and most direct way to
understand the scanpath.
However, visualization approach is tedious and subjective, therefore, vector-based
scanpath paired comparison is conducted to provide a more objective support for understanding
the similarity between the scanpaths. Research Questions include: Q1. Is the scanpath pattern
consistent within each level of Obj#? Is the consistency trend dependent on Task and/or Game
Complexity, and the Obj#? Q2. Are the scanpaths under different level of Obj# different from
each other? Is the trend dependent on Task and/or Game Complexity? Based on the vector-based
comparison methodology (Jarodzka, Holmqvist, & Nyström, 2010), the five features of Shape,
Position, Length, Direction and Duration was calculated to figure out the consistency within the
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level and the similarity between the levels. A K-mean (K=2) clustering algorithms was developed
to categorize the pairs between the levels into two groups: low similarity and high similarity.
Finally, a supervise learning process based on scanpath was completed through a
Support vector machine, with the specific two objectives: Objective 1: Develop a machine
learning model that can better predict the judgement strategy in the single-cue group, including
RL, Tau and Velocity. Objective 2: Apply the model using single-cue group (RL, Tau, Velocity)
data to predict the strategy in combined group (RL+Tau, RL+Velocity, Tau+Velocity).
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Scanpath Visualization

Ways to visualize eye-movement data
There are several ways to visualize the eye-movement data, some of which was
mentioned in Literature Review when discussing the scanpath comparison. Here list out the
following three main ways and some examples if used in this study.
(1) AOI-based Visualization or a string of characters
Area of Interests (AOI) is predefined areas that are strongly related to the task nature and
research questions. Here shows how we can define the AOI in this study according to this
dynamic environment. One type of AOI is located around the moving object, named with objectAOI. If we define the object-AOI to be the fixation zone around the moving object, the location
of such AOI would change along with the object, which is technically difficult to define. Since
the whole visual environment is all static except for the moving objects and they are all bounding
by the lane (See Figure 5-1, the area between the dashed lines).

Figure 5-1. Area of Interests (a) defined in this study and an example of scanpath (b)

Therefore, the object-AOI was defined as the lane (or the track) in which the object is
“running”. The other type of AOI is related to the Starting and Ending areas for these moving
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objects. The destination/ending area could potentially be visited if the participant chooses the Tau
as the visual cue (will be discussed later). The AOI-based scanpath can be used to visualize
After AOI is defined and coded, the scanpath can be represented as a string of characters,
each symbolizing an AOI hit. For example, the above scanpath example (Figure 5-1b) will be
represented as 1-3-2-1. As it is seen, such a visualization method is not direct and easy to
understand, especially the goal here is to understand the scanpath pattern.
(2) Attention Map / Heat-map
Heat-map is another widely used visualization tool for scanpath (Blascheck, et al, 2014).
It is generated by adding colored areas in the fixation areas, with typically red areas indicating a
high number of fixations, followed by yellow and green. However, the primary purpose of an
attention map is to gain an overview understanding of the eye movements, and specifically, to
identify the regions that attract more attention. However, this type of visualization contains little
information of scanpath or saccade sequence.
(3) Gazeplot
Gazeplot, also known as scanpath, is a spatio-temporal visualization tool. Each fixation is
indicated by a circle, whose radius corresponds to the fixation duration. And the saccade between
the fixations are represented using line. Mostly, the fixation circles will contain a number telling
the sequence of that fixation point. This will be used in this section as the visualization tool.

Scanpath pattern with Perceived Strategy
This section aims to compare the scanpath collected by the eye-tracker with the expected
patterns based on perceived strategy. At first, the expected patterns of eye-movement will be
discussed and then some examples of scanpath pattern under different conditions with different
Obj# will be presented.
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Expected patterns based on Perceived Strategy
As described in Perceived Strategy in Chapter 4, the perceived strategy can be
categorized into the three main groups based on the cue the participant tends to rely on: Relative
location (RL), Tau, and Velocity. Here, the combined groups (RL+Tau, RL+Velocity and
Tau+Velocity) were excluded. Given the definition of each cue, the expected scanpath pattern for
each strategy group can be generated.
(1) Relative location: rationally, if a participant chooses to rely on relative location to
make judgement, he/she would need to scan among the moving objects to perceive the relative
location information from the stimulus. Information can include but not limited to those some
participants mention in their written strategy: “the distance between the objects”, “which one is
leading, and “which one is catching up”, etc. Since the moving objects in the task are moving
from left to right parallelly, the participant needs to look from top to bottom (relatively), from
bottom to top in order to check the location information for each or some of the objects. Thus, RL
cue should end up with an up-down-up patterns in eye movement.
(2) Tau: according to the equation of Tau (see the Figure 2-1, lateral motion) in a lateral
motion setting, the change of the distance between the objects and the destination line/point is
needed for the judgement. This means, the participant who relies on Tau needs to check the
destination line and the moving object back and forth. Since the destination line is on the right,
therefore, Tau cue should yield to a right-left-right pattern of scanpath.
(3) Velocity: local velocity requires participant perceive the change of location in a give
short time of period, which indicates the attention should be on the moving object for that short
time of period. It is reasonable to assume that Velocity cue will lead to a pursuit pattern during
the dynamic task. More specifically, the participants tend to choose one or some objects and to
fixated on it(them) constantly.
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Gazeplot generation
As described in Chapter 3 – Research Methods, each participant finished one game
(contains all the levels and all the trials) continuously after the calibration. Therefore, all the data
is combined as one big dataset. The first step is to separate the big whole scene into 8 Levels of
Obj# × 10 Trials = 80 sections/scenes. For each participant, he/she should have in total 80 × 2
Games = 160 sections of eye-movement data.
Recall the protocol of the study and the design of the task (Figure 3-1), participants firstly
choose the level of object number and hit (by left-clicking Mouse) the ‘Start’ button on Choice
Window in order to start the real task. After this, whenever they made the decision, they will need
to press the SPACE. Then the answer window will pop up. Tobii Studio can automatically record
the interactions including Mouse click and key press. So, the Mouse left click (on the Choice
window) and the Key Press (on the SPACE) were treated as the starting and ending points for
each trial of task. Under the Replay Menu of Tobii Studio, click the Generate Sections to show
the options of choosing interactions as the boundary of the section. Then choose the Mouse left
click and the Key Press. Tobii Studio will generate the sections based on these two interactions.
Section then will be dragged into the pre-defined scenes (named as follow:
participant#_game#_obj#_trial#) for gazeplot output. Gazeplot was under the Visualization menu,
and Tobii Studio will automatically generate gazeplot and heatmap for each scene pre-defined
before. Besides, the length of the scene can be further modified by altering the starting and/or
ending point of the scene. Also, the animated figures are also available.
In this study, the gazeplot was checked and modified by deleting the first few fixations
that are located where the Choice window is given the error of automatically generating sections
based on interactions (Mouse click), which tends to include the few fixations that when the
participants are still looking at the Choice window.
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Results and Discussion
All the scanpath examples that was pulled out from Tobii Studio using the gazeplot
function under Visualization for each level, Task and Game is summarized in Appendix A. Here
the following Table 5-1, Table5-2 and Table 5-3 only contains one example for each condition to
help understand the findings here. Table 5-1 shows the scanpaths of participant whose perceived
strategy is Relative location (RL). Similarly, Table 5-2 is consisted of the scanpaths with the
perceived strategy being grouped as Tau, and Table 5-3 is the Velocity.
As expected, most of the scanpaths listed in Table 5-1 (for Relative location cues) shows
a pattern of switching fixations between the moving objects, that is, the scanpath shows an updown-up trend. Such pattern of fixations is needed to for a participant to rely on RL cue. The
more objects there are, the more obvious such pattern is (please see Appendix C for details). It is
noticeable that under condition of A1, A2 and B1, this up-down-up trend starts to be apparent
when the Obj# is six and more. While in B2 condition, this pattern is quite easily perceived for all
levels (please see Appendix A for details).
Table 5-1. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Relative location
Condition
& Obj#

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Relative location cue

A1 – 7 obj

pp1_g1_7_2
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Table 5-1. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Relative location
Condition
& Obj#

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Relative location cue

A2 – 6 obj

P3_g2_6_1

B1 – 2 obj
p8_g1_2_1

B2 – 4 obj

p9_g2_4_4

Table 5-2 shows the scanpaths of the participants those perceived strategy is Tau-based
(None data was found for condition B1 and B2 with 2, 3, 4, 8 and 9 objects.) From the definition
of Tau, it is expected that the attention should be switched from the destination line and the
moving objects. Or since some participants (for example, p1) did mention an imaginary line in
the middle (or 2/3, or 1/4) of the screen that they were relying on to make the judgement, the
fixation locations are expected to be at the imagine line and the moving objects. In other words,
the scanpath tends to show a right-left-right moving pattern. However, not all the scanpaths in
Table 5-2 look as expected. One participant (p3, see the first example in Table5-2, p3_g1_4_1)
did yield to this expected pattern for almost all the levels (Appendix A shows all other scanpaths).
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On the other hand, many samples under Task A (A1 or A2) show a pursuit pattern (A1– 5 obj:
p7_g1_5_1; A2 – 5 obj: pp3_g2_5_4), which is expected to happen in judgement based on
Velocity cue. Some other samples, under B2 condition in particular, show a RL-alike pattern
(e.g., B2, Obj# = 5, 6, 7); and RL-alike pattern is also found under A2 condition when Obj# is
seven or more (please see Appendix A for details).
Table 5-2. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Tau
Condition
& Obj#

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Tau cue

A1 – 4 obj

p3_g1_4_1

A1 – 5 obj

p7_g1_5_1

A2 – 5 obj

pp3_g2_5_4

Table 5-3 contains the scanpaths for those who chose to use Velocity cue. None data was
found for A1 and B1 conditions. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, a trend of object
pursuit is expected, that is, participants’ visual attention should be sticking to the moving objects
in order to figure out the Velocity information. Most of the scanpaths in this group (please see
Appendix A for more data) did share such pursuit pattern (like pp1_g2_4_2 and pp6_g2_2_2).
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However, a more RL-alike pattern (up-down-up) was found when Obj# is high (more than six
objects) under both the A2 (pp1_g2_7_1) and B2 conditions (pp6_g2_7_7, pp6_g2_8_3. See
Appendix A for more data).
Table 5-3. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Velocity
Condition
& Obj#

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Velocity cue

A2 – 4 obj

pp1_g2_4_6

A2 – 7 obj

pp1_g2_7_1

B2 – 2 obj
pp6_g2_2_2

B2 – 7 obj

pp6_g2_7_7
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Limitations
Visualizing scanpaths can help us to better see the difference between scanpaths if the
difference is apparent, like up-down-up pattern vs. pursuit pattern. However, the limitations for this
approach include (1) Judgement on the difference is subjective and may not be reliable enough and is
hard to evaluate. (2) Too tedious to compare all scanpaths, and it is not possible to confidently
associate the scanpaths with participants’ search strategy. (3) Can’t run any statistic tests on these
graphs and hard to draw any conclusions.

Scanpath Visualization Summary
Despite of the limitations of this approach, several important findings from these gaze plots
were listed here as a summary:
(1) The scanpath from those who claimed to rely on Relative location cue did show the
expected search pattern: up-down-up pattern. The more objects there are, the more obvious such
pattern is given that the saccade amplitude gets larger. Under condition of A1, A2 and B1, this updown-up trend starts to be apparent when the Obj# is six and more. While in B2 condition, this
pattern can be easily perceived for all levels.
(2) The scanpath from those who perceived strategy is Tau didn’t all show the expected
search pattern: left-right-left pattern. In fact, only one participant was found to have such patter for all
the levels. Many samples under Task A (A1 or A2) show a pursuit pattern, which is expected as in
Tau group. Other samples, under B2 condition in particular, show a RL-alike pattern and RL-alike
pattern is also found under A2 condition when Obj# is seven or more.
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(3) Most of the scanpaths from Velocity group did show a pursuit pattern as expected.
However, a more RL-alike pattern (up-down-up) was found when Obj# is high (more than six
objects) under both the A2 and B2 conditions.
In summary, the scanpaths from RL groups show a high consistency with RL-alike search
patterns, so is Velocity group’s scanpaths with level of lower number of objects. Tau group is mostly
inconsistent with its expected pattern. Tau group generally shows a Velocity-alike pattern in Task AFirst arrival and yields a RL-alike pattern in B2 condition as well as when Obj# is high under A2.
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Vector-based Scanpath Comparison

Vector-based Scanpath Comparison Procedure
It is needed to pull out the scanpaths that are to be compared according to the research
questions. The R script of cleaning and categorizing the eye-movement data after exporting the
raw data from Tobii was included in Appendix D. The comparison is pair-wise and based on the
methods from Jarodzka (Jarodzka, Holmqvist, & Nyström, 2010) as summarized in Literature
Review. Here this section will briefly describe the procedures of the comparison in this study and
please refer to the paper (Jarodzka, Holmqvist, & Nyström, 2010) for more details.
Step1: Fixation positions as a (N+1) × 2 matrix was pulled out from Tobii data output.
Each participant should have 2 Games × 8 Levels of Obj# × 10 Trials = 160
matrixes. All the comparisons are within each participant, no comparison between
participants was run.
Step2: The first step in vector-based scanpath comparison described in the paper
(Jarodzka, Holmqvist, & Nyström, 2010) is to simplify the scanpaths, including
amplitude-based clustering and direction-based clustering. This step was excluded
in this study considering that the concerns of having small saccades (fixation
locations are very close) is ignorable in such a dynamic environment. But, there is
one step (similar to what has been done to the gazeplot) before the scanpath is
aligned, that is, to exclude the first two starting fixations that are located where the
Choice window is. Before the real task begins, the participants are looking at the
Choice window wo choose the level of the Obj# and to hit the Start button to
proceed. When Tobii generates the sections by recognizing the Mouse click and
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Key press, it ends up including the first few fixations that are locating in the
center. These fixations need to be excluded for the analysis later. Codes (see
Appendix E) in MATLAB were generated to exclude the first two fixations if their
Y-axis values in above 540 (half of the vertical pixels).
Step3: Scanpah alignment. Follow the steps shown in the paper (Jarodzka, Holmqvist, &
Nyström, 2010), generate the matrix M(i, j) that contains the similarity (codes are
included in Appendix C) of the corresponding two vectors from the two scanpaths
that are being compared. Then the adjacency matrix A(k, l) was created too using
MATLAB (codes are included in Appendix). In the end, the alignment was
finished by using the Dijkstra’s Algorithm (Kirk, 2015).
Step4: Calculate the five features: shape, position, length, direction, and duration. Details
and codes are included in Appendix. These five features all range from 0 to 100,
with 0 means no similarity between the two compared scanpaths and 100 means
absolute high similarity between them. All these were done through MATLAB
(codes are included in Appendix E).

Research Questions
The focus of this section is will the scanpath vary according the level of Object number
(Obj#)? In order to address the above question, the following detailed research questions were
generated step by step:
Q1. Is the scanpath pattern consistent within each level of Obj#? Is the consistency trend
dependent on Task and/or Game Complexity, and the Obj#?
Q2. Are the scanpaths under different level of Obj# different from each other? Is the
trend dependent on Task and/or Game Complexity?
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Data Analysis Approach
After pulling out the scanpath information for each participant based on the R script
shown in Appendix D, the comparison procedure described as above is conducted in order to get
the five features. The preparation of the data for each research question and the clustering
procedure is introduced in the following.

Q1. Consistency within each level of Obj#
In order to figure out the scanpath consistency within each level of Obj#, the comparison
scanpath should come from the ten trials within the same level of Obj#, same Task and same
Game for each participant.
There will be a total of 10! = 55 pairs for each level under the same condition. Then the
average value of these 55 pair-comparison data will be used as the consistency for that level
under that condition for each participant. Next is to average the values among the participants
(N=12). Therefore, there will be one average value (and Standard Error) for each level of Obj#
under the four conditions (A1, A2, B1, B2).

Q2. Comparison between levels
All the comparison between levels of Obj# is conducted within each participant. Since
there are ten trials in each level, the number of scanpath pairs between any two levels under every
condition (A1, A2, B1, B2) for one participant is 10 × 10 = 100. Then the average of this 100
pairs comparison results (five features, average each feature separately) was calculated.
Given that there are eight levels of Obj#, each participant will in the end have (8-1)! = 28
average values for each of the five features, which by order represent the comparison results for
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two-object level vs. three-object level (2 vs. 3), 2 vs. 4, 2 vs. 5, … 7 vs 8, 7 vs.9 and 8 vs. 9. In a
work, each participant will have a 28 × 5 (features) matrix that contains the comparison results.
At end, under each condition (A1, A2, B1, B2), the average values among the 12
participants under that condition will be calculated and generate the final 28× 5 matrix that shows
the comparison results under a certain condition.

Q2. Clustering
The clustering algorithm is based on each participant’s 28 × 3 (only three features were
included in this analysis) matrix that contains the results of comparison between the levels, and it
was conducted under the four conditions separately. Therefore, the dataset contains 28 × 12
participants = 336 samples and the features used are only the first three features (the reason will
be described in the results).
K-clustering coded in MATLAB (see Appendix F) was used to do the clustering with K
=2. The outcomes are clustering codes, either 0 or 1. 0 means low similarity and 1 means high
similarity according to the three features.
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Results and Discussion

Q1. Consistency within each level of Obj#
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Figure 5-2. The descriptive statistics (mean ± standard error) of the consistency within each level of Obj#

Figure 5-2 shows the descriptive statistics (mean ± standard error) of the consistency
within each level of Obj#, separately by the four conditions: A1 means Task A – First Arrival in
low Game Complex setting, where tau is a reliable judgement cue for velocity. A2 means Task A
– First Arrival in high Game Complex setting, where tau is not a reliable judgement cue for
velocity. B1 means Task B – Fastest in low Game Complex setting. B2 means Task B – Fastest in
high Game Complex setting.
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Among the five scanpath features, Duration shows the lowest values (55-65) while the
other four features are above 80. In particular, the three feature of Shape, Position, Length
maintain close to 90 for all levels. Seems that duration is not quite a reliable feature in such a
dynamic environment, so is the Direction. The overall trend of all five features is their values
decrease as the Obj# increases, indicating the less consistence in participants’ search behaviors
within a higher Obj# level. However, the absolute values for Shape, Position and Length are high
enough to draw a conclusion that the consistency within each level of Obj# is high.
Given the fact that Duration and Direction is not quite a good indicator to reveal the
scanpath similarity in such a dynamic task, they were excluded for the next section where the
scanpaths form different levels were compared.

Q2. Comparison between levels using the first three features
According to the previous section, only the feature of Shape, Position and Length were
considered when comparing the scanpaths from different levels. The comparison values of each
feature were grouped in an upper triangular matrix as shown in Figure 5-3 (Shape), Figure 5-4
(Position) and Figure 5-5 (Length). Each cell was filled with the average values for that specific
pairs (N=12, see Data Analysis Approach). The upper triangular matrix can be easily interpreted
since it uses its row and column to indicate which two levels are being compared. Besides, a color
scaler was added in each Figure. The highest value was colored Red, and the lowest value was
colored Green. The scaler was based on all the data points from all the four conditions in each
Figure, meaning the four conditions can be compared directly based on the color.
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Figure 5-3. Shape values for comparing between levels, separated by four conditions

Shape values range from 89.74 (A1, 8 vs 9) to 95.38 (B2, 2 vs 3), which are quite high.
Overall, the Task A (A1 and A2) shows lower Shape values compared with Task B (B1 and B2).
A1 in particular, shows the lowest overall shape values among its different levels, while B2 yields
to relatively the highest Shape values. But, the overall Shape values are all pretty high. Compare
different levels, we can see that under the four conditions, pairs between low number object
levels (2 objects to 6 objects) show higher Shape values than pairs between low and high number
object levels (like 2 vs. 7, 2 vs, 8 and 2 vs. 9).
Position values have a bigger range, from 79.09 (A2, 2 vs 9) to 91.87 (B1). B1 shows the
relatively highest Position values and the other three conditions have a similar lower Position
value. It can be explained by that B1 is the condition which shows the most percentage use of Tau
(Figure 4-9 in Chapter 4) and Tau requires more similar fixation locations (destination line or the
imaginal line) as predicted and discussed earlier under scanpath visualization. Same trends were
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found when considering the pairs between low number object levels (high Position values) and
pairs between low and high levels (lower Position values).

Figure 5-4. Position values for comparing between levels, separated by four conditions

Length yields a very similar trend as Shape, with a range of 92.35 (A1) to 96.83 (B2).
The A1 shows the relatively lowest Length values. Also similar to Shape, B2 yields to overall the
highest Length values. Also, a higher Length values between levels of 2 to 6 object levels, and
lower Length values between 2 and 7 to 9 object levels.
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Figure 5-5. Length values for comparing between levels, separated by four conditions

Q2. Clustering using first three features
It’s not easy to differentiate the pairs according to the data before. Therefore, a K-mean
Clustering (K =2) was conducted and all the pairs (2 vs 3, 2 vs 4, …8 vs 9) under each condition
were clustered as either low Similarity (0) or high Similarity (1). The clustering process was
based on the average values of the three features (Shape, Position and Length) showed in the
previous section. For each pair, the percentage of it being clustered as high Similarity pair (1) was
calculated.
Similar to the pervious section, the percentages were grouped in an upper triangular
matrix as shown in Figure 5-6. Each cell (for example, 2 vs 3) was filled out with the percentage
values of that pair (2 vs 3) was clustered as a high Similarity pair. Besides, a color scaler was
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added in each Figure. The highest value was colored Red, and the lowest value was colored
Green. The scaler was based on all the data points from the four conditions in each Figure,
meaning the four conditions can be compared directly based on the color.
As expected, the diagonal values are relatively higher than the edges towards to upper top
under all conditions. Much more of the pairs between two and three/four/five objects are
clustered as high Similarity, while much less of the pairs between two and eight/nine objects are
clustered as high Similarity. Also, higher percentage of pairs between five, six and seven are
clustered as high similarity group. Recall that the threshold points of performance data are fiveobject level and eight-object level, which is consistent with the findings here.
Under condition A1, an obvious drop of the percentage values starts from seven object
level (see the column 7) and eight object-level gets much lower percentage value. Under
condition A2, B1 and B2, such drop starts from six objects (see column 6). Overall, the condition
A2 and Condition B2 shows relatively lower percentage high similarity pairs. Recall that when
analyze the percentage cue usage (also shown in Figure 5-6), Tau use increases and RL use
decreases between the level of five objects and seven objects in both A2 and B2 (in B2, such
change is statistically significant). This could explain why in A2 and B2, the percentage values
for 2 vs 5, 2 vs 6 and 2 vs 7 are relatively lower than the other two conditions.
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Figure 5-6. K-Clustering results (percentage of being clustered as high Similarity group) along with
Parentage cue usage under different conditions.

Vector-based scanpath comparison summary
Here summarized the findings that will help to address the two questions raised in the
beginning of this section.
Q1. Is the scanpath pattern consistent within each level of Obj#? Is the consistency trend
dependent on Task and/or Game Complexity, and the Obj#?
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Findings: Yes. Among the five features (Shape, Position, Length, Direction and
Duration), all the first three features show high similarity between the
scanpaths that belong to the same level of Obj#. The direction and duration
may not be suitable for such dynamic environment (random starting points and
random velocity for each moving object) in order to see the consistency in
scanpath.
The consistency trend (except for Duration) is dependent on Game complexity
and Obj# (both Ps = 0.000). The higher Obj#, the lower consistency will be;
and the more complex the game is, the higher consistency within each level is.
Task only affects Position, Direction and Duration with a negatable difference
between the two tasks.
Q2. Are the scanpaths under different level of Obj# different from each other? Is the
trend dependent on Task and/or Game Complexity?
Findings: Yes, the same trend in Shape, Position and Length was found: the similarity is
higher when comparing low number object levels, like 2vs.3, 2vs.4, 2vs.5, and
2vs.6 while the similarity gets lower when starting to compare these levels
with higher number object levels, like 2vs.7, 2vs.8, and 2vs.9.
Clustering results show similar results that much more of the pairs between
two and three/four/five objects are clustered as high Similarity. Also, higher
percentage of pairs between five, six and seven are clustered as high similarity
group. This is consistent with the threshold found in performance data. Such
trend is condition dependent: It is found that in A2 and B2, the percentage of
high similarity group for 2 vs 5, 2 vs 6 and 2 vs 7 are relatively lower than the
other two conditions, which was explained by the change of adopted strategy
starting from 5-object level to seven-object level.
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Supervised Learning based on Scanpath

Objectives
The objective for the supervised learning section is to answer the following question: Can
we predict the strategy based on scanpath in this type of TTC tasks?
In specific, as we described in Chapter 4 (Perceived strategy), it is quite subjective to
interpret the strategies based on the written strategy. More importantly, some participants may not
well understand their ‘true’ strategies and the way they describe the judgment process can be
sometimes vague and hard to interpret. Therefore, the goal is to develop a model that can use
vector-based scanpath, a more objective dataset, to predict the judgment strategy.
Given the data that this study collected, two steps/sub-goals were included in this section:
Objective 1: Develop a machine learning model that can better predict the judgement
strategy (only the single-cue group).
Objective 2: Apply the model using single-cue group (RL, Tau, Velocity) data to predict
the strategy in combined group (RL+Tau, RL+Velocity, Tau+Velocity).

Features
The challenge of using scanpath to train supervised learning model is the fact that not all
the scanpaths are equal in their vector (fixation) numbers. However, traditional machine learning
algorithm require fixed dimension features as the input. Therefore, the features for the learning
need to be generated according to the nature of the task. The Table 5-4 summarizes the features
that were used in the supervised learning model. All these features are based on the vector-based
scanpath, and the reason of choosing them is because they are directly or indirectly related to the
four features (Shape, Position, Length, Direction) that were used in the pair-wise comparison
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(note that the Duration is excluded), or they are strongly representative for the patterns of each
strategy (recall scanpath visualization). They were also all normalized into a range of [-1,1].
(1) Shape. This feature is modified based on the feature of Shape in pair-wise
comparison. Instead of calculating the vector difference between the vectors
from the two scanpath that were compared (definition of the shape in pairwise comparison), the difference between the consecutive pair of vectors in
one scanpath was calculated (see Table5-4) and normalized by the screen size.
At end, the average of the normalized values was defined as the Shape for the
supervised learning.
(2) Position Difference. This feature is directly related to the Position feature in pairwise comparison, referring to the fixation positions. The Position here is
defined as the average distance (see Table 5-4) between the fixation positions
in the scanpath and the middle point of the destination line on the right edge
of the screen.
(3) Length. This is a feature that shows the length information of each vector. It is
defined as the average length value of all the vectors in the scanpath.
(4) Angle Horizontal. This is the feature that relates to Direction in the pair-wise
comparison. Angel Horizontal is the average angle between the vectors in the
scanpath with the horizonal unit vector, i.e., [1,0]. The value was normalized
by being divided by π.
(5) Angle Vertical. Similar to Angle Horizontal, Angle Vertical is the average angle
between the vectors in the scanpath with the vertical unit vector, i.e., [0,1]. The
value was normalized by being divided by π.
(6) – (9). These four features are (6) Positive (Right) X displacement, (7) Negative
(Left) X displacement, (8) Positive (Down) Y displacement, and (9)
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Negative (Up) Y displacement. They were chosen to represent the scanpath
patterns that were shown and discussed in the section of scanpath visualization.
For example, the X displacement means the vector’s projection on X-axis
direction, if it’s value is positive, then it counts as the Positive (Right) X
displacement, since it means the attention is drifted towards to right from
participant’s view. Then the Negative (Left) X displacement can be defined as
the negative projection. On the other hand, Y displacement refers to the
projection on Y-axis direction and it indicates the up-down allocation of
attention. At end, the normalized sum of all the displacement in one vector was
used as the feature.
Table 5-4. Features that were used in the supervised learning model
Feature

id

Definition and Illustration

Shape

Shape

It’s the average vector difference between the consecutive paired two
vectors. Then it will be normalized by being divided by the Screen
size.
For example, a scanpath is consist of [v1, v2, v3, v4], then
Shape = mean (||v1– v2||, ||v2– v3||, ||v3– v4||) / Screen size.

Position
Difference

PositionD

It’s the average distance between the fixation locations and the middle
point of the destination line. In this study, the middle point of the
destination line is the middle point of the screen right edge, which is
(1920,540) in the defined coordination system. Then it will be
normalized by being divided by the Screen size.
For example, a scanpath is consist of [v1, v2, v3, v4], and the fixation
points are [(x0, y0), (x1, y1), (x2, y2), (x3, y3), (x4, y4)], then
PositionD =
mean (!(#$ − 1902)+ + (-$ − 540)+,!(#0 − 1902)+ + (-0 − 540)+ ,
!(#+ − 1902)+ + (-+ − 540)+, !(#2 − 1902)+ + (-2 − 540)+,
!(#3 − 1902)+ + (-3 − 540)+) / Screen size.

Length

Length

It’s the average length of all the vectors in one scanpath. Then it will
be normalized by being divided by the Screen size.
For example, a scanpath is consist of [v1, v2, v3, v4], then
Length = mean (||v1||, ||v2||, ||v3||, ||v4||) / Screen size.
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Feature

id

Definition and Illustration

Angle Horizontal

Angle_H

It’s the average angle between the vectors in the scanpath with the
horizonal unit vector, i.e., [1,0]. Then it will be normalized by being
divided by π.
For example, a scanpath is consist of [v1, v2, v3, v4] shown below, then
Angle_H = mean (α1, α2, α3, α4) / π.

Angle Vertical

Angle_V

It’s the average angle between the vectors in the scanpath with the
vertical unit vector, i.e., [0,1]. Then it will be normalized by being
divided by π.
For example, a scanpath is consist of [v1, v2, v3, v4] shown below, then
Angle_H = mean (β1, β2, β3, β4) / π.

Positive (Right)
X displacement

X_Right

It’s the sum of all the positive X values of each vector in a scanpath.
Then it will be normalized by being divided by the Screen size.
For example, a scanpath is consist of [v1, v2, v3, v4], and the victors are
[(x1, y1), (x2, y2), (x3, y3), (x4, y4)], and x1 = 2, x2 = 6, x3 = –10, x4 = –8.
Then, X_Right = (x1 + x2) / Screen size

Negative (Left) X
displacement

X_Left

It’s the sum of all the negative X values of each vector in a scanpath.
Then it will be normalized by being divided by the Screen size.
Take the example in X_Right, then X_Left = (x3 + x4) / Screen size

Positive (Down)
Y displacement

Y_Down

It’s the sum of all the positive Y values of each vector in a scanpath.
Then it will be normalized by being divided by the Screen size.
For example, a scanpath is consist of [v1, v2, v3, v4], and the victors are
[(x1, y1), (x2, y2), (x3, y3), (x4, y4)], and y1 = 5, y2 = 8, y3 = –2, y4 = –5.
Then, Y_Down = (y1 + y2) / Screen size.

Negative (Up) Y
displacement

Y_Up

It’s the sum of all the negative Y values of each vector in a scanpath.
Then it will be normalized by being divided by the Screen size.
Take the example in Y_Down, then, Y_Up = (y3 + y4) / Screen size.
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Data Preparation
All the vector-based scanpath was included to calculate the nine features above. There
were in total of 24 participants × 2 Games × 8 levels × 10 trials = 3840 data points. But there are
some missing trials and some scanpaths are too short (only two fixation and one vector in the
scanpath), these data will be excluded in the learning.
In the end, the total data points are 3184. In these data set, there are a total of 2074 data
points that were categorized into the single-cue group, which will be used as the training and
cross-validation data. The other 1110 data were in the combined group (two cues were
mentioned in their strategy or vague), which will be used as apply the model to determine the
strategy. For the Y values (i.e., the outcome of the learning), Strategy RL was coded as 1; Tau
was coded as 2 and Velocity is coded as 3. The other three combined strategies are coded as 4
(RL+Tau), 5 (RL+Velocity), 6 (Tau+Velocity).
For the Objective 1: Develop a machine learning model that can better predict the
judgement strategy (only the single-cue group), the 2074 data points were used here. Three
different models (see Table 5-5) were generated. Model 1 is only using the nine features above;
Model 2 is to add the quadratic items for each of the nine features, ending up with a total of 18
features; Model 3 is to add three more interaction items: (4) Angle_H × (5)Angle_V, (6)X_Right
× (7)X_Left, (8)Y_Down × (9)Y_Up.
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Table 5-5. Three models to learn
Models

Features

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

9 features

18 features

21 features

Shape
PositionD
Length
Angle_H
Angle_V
X_Right
X_Left
Y_Down
Y_Up

Shape
PositionD
Length
Angle_H
Angle_V
X_Right
X_Left
Y_Down
Y_Up

Shape^2
PositionD^2
Length^2
Angle_H^2
Angle_V^2
X_Right^2
X_Left^2
Y_Down^2
Y_Up^2

Shape
PositionD
Length
Angle_H
Angle_V
X_Right
X_Left
Y_Down
Y_Up

Shape^2
PositionD^2
Length^2
Angle_H^2
Angle_V^2
X_Right^2
X_Left^2
Y_Down^2
Y_Up^2

Angle_H ×
Angle_V
X_Right × X_Left
Y_Down× Y_Up

For each of the three models, there are three ways to split the dataset into a training
dataset and a cross validation dataset. One is take 70% of the 2074 data points as the training
dataset and the rest 30% is the cross-validation dataset. The second is 80% for the training and
20% for the cross validation. The last is 90% vs 10%. This is aimed to investigate the sample size
effect considering the data collected is limited.
For the Objective 2: Apply the model trained with single-cue group (RL, Tau, Velocity)
data to predict the strategy in combined group (RL+Tau, RL+Velocity, Tau+Velocity). The better
performed model from the previous step will be chosen to predict the strategy based on the
scanpath data in the combined group. Then the predicted results will be compared with the
written strategy.

Machine Learning Algorithms and outcomes
Support vector machine (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995) was used as the learning tool to train
the models. It is known that support vector machine is a type of logistic regression and can
provide non-linear boundary classification. In this study, the algorithms (codes are attached in
Appendix G). were based on MATLAB svm () and cited from MATLAB FILE EXCHANGE
(Manthiri, 2016).
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As mentioned before, Y values are category data which represent the perceived strategy:
RL, Tau, Velocity, RL+Tau, RL+Velocity, Tau+Velocity. According to the algorithm’s
requirement of Y data type. These six perceived strategies were coded into numeric data: 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6.
The sample data that was used as the input of the model training are only from the singlecue groups, i.e., the Y values are only 1, 2, or 3. Therefore, the outcome of all the models is the
first three Predicted Strategy coded as number (1, 2, 3) as well as the accuracy of the model. This
means, even when applying the trained model to predict the strategy for combined group (4, 5, 6),
the outcome is still 1, 2 or 3.

Results

Q1. Model training results
Table 5-6 summarizes the accuracy of each model when dividing the dataset in different
ways, which changes the sample size of the training data.
Table 5-6. Accuracy for each model when dividing the dataset in different ways
Model 1 Accuracy %

Model 2 Accuracy %

Model 3 Accuracy %

Data split
methods

All

RL

Tau

Velocity

All

RL

Tau

Velocity

All

RL

Tau

Velocity

70%Train

85.1%

83.5%

89.1%

94.4%

91.9%

90.8%

95.1%

98.2%

93.3%

92.0%

97.5%

98.1%

30%Cross

69.1%

77.7%

35.9%

41.5%

71.4%

83.2%

22.8%

39.0%

71.7%

84.0%

20.7%

39.0%

80%Train

83.5%

81.9%

85.4%

98.2%

92.8%

92.3%

92.9%

98.2%

91.7%

90.0%

97.5%

99.2%

20%Cross

70.8%

78.0%

43.1%

54.8%

74.2%

90.0%

16.9%

32.3%

74.2%

87.7%

24.6%

38.7%

90%Train

82.8%

80.9%

87.1%

95.3%

89.7%

87.7%

96.1%

97.6%

91.2%

89.5%

96.8%

97.6%

10%Cross

68.6%

75.4%

77.8%

56.3%

69.6%

78.4%

20.8%

50%

69.1%

77.8%

20.8%

50%

From the accuracy for predicting the training data, we can see that the Model 1 (nine
features only) has the worst performance (its accuracy is all less than 90%) among all the three
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models. With more features in (as in Model 2 and Model 3), the performance on the training data
improves clearly. Besides, the model 1’s performance on the training data kept almost the same
regardless the size of the training data. Compared with Model 1, both the Model 2 and Model 3
perform better. Model 2 with 80% training data has a slightly better performance than the one
with 70% dataset but using 90% of the data didn’t keep improving the model. While Model 3
with lowest number of data outperforms the other two with higher number of samples. In the end,
Model 3 with 70% training data (accuracy of 93.3%, shaded in the Table 5-6) and Model 2 with
80% training data (accuracy of 92.8%, shaded in the Table 5-6) both perform well on the training
data and will be discussed more.
Next, together with cross-validation accuracy, we can have an understanding of if the
model is high bias or high variance. From Table 5-6, in Model 1, we can see that the crossvalidation accuracy is lower than the accuracy of training data, which is also quite low (only
around 80% accuracy), meaning the error for both is high. Therefore, the model 1 seems to be
suffering from the high bias problem. On the other hands, both the Model 2 and Model 3 shows
high accuracy in training data but not in the cross-validation data, which means the high variance
issue is more concerned in these two Models. If we look at how the increase in sample size (from
70% to 80% to 90%) has not improved the performance, it may indicate that the models are all
shows a tendency of high bias too. However, the sample size of all the data is not quite big in a
traditional machine learning process. In one word, the Model 2 and Model 3 seems to suffer a
high variance issue while Model 1 is a high bias one.
At last, the accuracy for the different three strategies is needed to pay attention.
According to the cross-validation accuracy in Table 5-6, we can see that all the models show the
best performance in predicting RL, followed by predicting Velocity and the worst is Tau. To look
into this phenomenon, Table 5-7 list the prediction results for the two ‘best’ performance Models
mentioned (shaded) in Table 5-6. For strategy category RL, the prediction accuracy is both high
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(84% and 90%) for these two models, and a slightly more scanpaths were predicted to be Tau
(10.4% in Model 3, 7.2% in Model2) than Velocity (5.5% in Model 3, 2.8% in Model 2). For
those are in Tau group, most of them were predicted as RL strategy (73.9% for Model 3 and 80%
for Model 2), while only 20.7% (Model 3) and 16.9% (Model2) of them were correctly predicted.
For Velocity group, close to 40% of the scanpaths were predicted correctly but still almost half of
the dataset were predicted as RL strategy. It can be seen that scanpaths that were categorized as
Tau strategy tend to be predicted as RL and Velocity shows slightly lower chance to be wronged
as RL. Recall that in the Scanpath Visualization, many Velocity scanpaths show the pursuit
patterns as they were expected to, while most of the Tau scanpaths were patterned as RL group –
up-down-up pattern (except for participant p3). That is, the scanpath in Tau group shares more
similarity with the ones in RL group. This could explain this prediction result.
Table 5-7. Cross-validation perdition results for the two chosen Models
Model 2 with 80% data as Sample

Model 3 with 70% data as Sample

Predicted Strategy – Count (%)

Predicted Strategy – Count (%)

RL

Tau

Velocity

RL

Tau

Velocity

RL

286 (90.0%)

23 (7.2%)

9 (2.8%)

411 (84.0%)

51 (10.4%)

27 (5.5%)

Tau

52 (80.0%)

11 (16.9%)

2 (3.1%)

68 (73.9%)

19 (20.7%)

5 (5.4%)

Velocity

17 (54.8%)

4 (12.9%)

10 (32.3%)

20 (48.8%)

5 (12.2%)

16 (39.0%)

Written
Strategy

Q2. Predicted Strategy results for combined group
After the model training and validating, the Model 2 with 80% data as the sample, and
the Model 3 with 70% data as the sample were chosen to predict the strategy for the combined
group which was categorized based on the written strategy. The Wrong prediction is defined as
when the predicted Strategy is not one of the two combined ones. Take one scanpath in RL+Tau
group as an example, if the model predicts the scanpath as RL or Tau, that is considered correct,
however; if the model predicts it as Velocity, then it is considered as a wrong prediction.
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Table 5-8. Results of predicting strategy in combined group using the two chosen Models
Model 2 with 80% data as Sample
% predicted as

Model 3 with 70% data as Sample
% predicted as

Perceived
Strategy

RL

Tau

Velocity

RL

Tau

Velocity

RL+Tau

78.5%

14.9%

6.6%
(Wrong)

73.7%

18.6%

7.7%
(Wrong)

RL+Velocity

69.3%

22.0%
(Wrong)

8.3%

65.0%

24.7%
(Wrong)

10%

Tau+Velocity

81.9%
(Wrong)

12.5%

4.4%

76.9%
(Wrong)

14.4%

7.5%

Overall, both models have predicted most of the combined group scanpaths as RL
strategy (Table 5-8). It is expected since this is similar with the predictions in the cross-validation
process. As mentioned before, the Tau is tended to be predicted as RL group, therefore, the
accuracy for RL+Tau group is the highest (1–6.6% = 93.4% in Model 2; 1–7.7% = 92.3% in
Model 3) and the RL+Velocity is the second highest (1–22% = 78% in Model 2; 1–24.7% =
75.3% in Model 3) and the Tau+Velocity one shows only 18.1% accuracy in Model 2, and 23.1%
in Model 3.

Discussion
From the accuracy results for both the training dataset and the cross-validation dataset, it
can be seen that the Model 1 is a high bias model, and Model 2 and 3 suffer the high variance issue.
As we know that, a high bias model can’t be improved by adding more samples while high variance
one can potentially be improved if more data is available for training.
By observing the prediction from Model 2 and Model 3, it’s found that error was mainly
from mis-predicting the scanpaths that were grouped as Tau and Velocity. Most of the scanpath
(above 70%) in Tau group was predicted as RL and almost half of the scanpaths in Velocity was
grouped as RL by the models. This is strongly related to the fact that most of the scanpaths whose
participants claimed to rely on Tau tend to show a RL-alike pattern (This was presented in Scanpath
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Visualization). Also, when the object number increases (more than six objects) under both the A2
and B2 conditions, the scanpath in Velocity group also tends to patterned like RL. This
inconsistency between the perceived strategy and the expected scanpath pattern will add the
difficulty for training the model.

Limitations
The first limitation of the model training in this section is the sample size. A total of 2074
data points (less was used for training) is far from enough in a typical machine learning process.
Secondly, an inconsistency between perceived strategy (Y values in the model, the output) and
the expected scanpath pattern (X values, the input) makes the model less reliable. It also make
choosing features more difficult and will require even more data points to overcome this
inconsistency. At last, the features pre-defined here won’t be the only features that can be used.
Adding more features may help to get a better model, at least, not a high bias one as Model 1.

Supervised Learning Summary
This section accomplished the following two objectives.
Objective 1: Develop a machine learning model that can better predict the judgement
strategy (only the single-cue group).
Outcomes: Three models were proposed and trained through a Support Vector Machine.
A total of nine features were defined and calculated for each of the 2074
scanpaths in the single-cue group. Model 1 (nine features) has a high bias
problem and didn’t perform well. The other two models outperform the first
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one but still may suffer the high variance issue. With more samples to train,
such issue is expected to be resolved.
However, the inconsistency between the perceived strategy and the expected
scanpath pattern that was found in the scanpath visualization, will add the
difficulty for training a model for our task.
Objective 2: Apply the model using single-cue group (RL, Tau, Velocity) data to predict
the strategy in combined group (RL+Tau, RL+Velocity, Tau+Velocity).
Outcomes: The two best perform models were used to predict the combined group
scanpaths. Results show that both models predicted most of the combined
group scanpaths as RL strategy, which is expected. The accuracy for
RL+Tau group is the highest (93.4% in Model 2; 92.3% in Model 3) and the
RL+Velocity is the second highest (78% in Model 2; 75.3% in Model 3) and
the Tau+Velocity one shows only 18.1% accuracy in Model 2, and 23.1% in
Model 3.
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Chapter Summary
This chapter provides a thorough analysis on the scanpath in the relative judgement of
TTC task in a lateral motion case.
Scanpath visualization section shows that the scanpaths from RL groups show a high
consistency with RL-alike search patterns, i.e., up-down-up pattern to check on the moving
objects. The Velocity group’s scanpaths with fewer objects shows a pursuit pattern as expected.
However, the Tau group is the most inconsistent with expected pattern. It tends to show Velocityalike patterns in Task A and yields a RL-alike pattern in B2 condition as well as when Obj# is
high under A2 condition. Such inconsistency shows its influence on the supervised learning
models.
Findings in the section of Vector-based Scanpath Comparison include: (1) the
scanpaths that belong to the same level of Obj# have a high similarity as in feature of Shape,
Position and Length, indicating high consistency within the same level. The direction and
duration may not be appropriate features for such dynamic environment. The consistency trend
(except for Duration) is affected by the level of both Game complexity and Obj#. The higher the
Obj#, the lower consistency it shows; the more complex the game is, the higher consistency
within each level is. (2) A same trend in Shape, Position and Length was found when comparing
different levels: the similarity is higher when comparing low number object levels, like 2vs.3,
2vs.4, 2vs.5, and 2vs.6 while the similarity gets lower when starting to compare these levels with
higher number object levels, like 2vs.7, 2vs.8, and 2vs.9. (3) Clustering further supports the
findings in (2). Also, more pairs among five, six and seven-object levels are clustered as high
similarity group. This is consistent with the threshold found in performance data.
Supervised learning section proposed three machine learning models and trained them
through a Support vector machine. A total of nine features were defined. The Model 1 (only nine
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features) has a high bias issue and didn’t perform well. The other two models (Model2 added nine
quadratic items and Model 3 add both the quadratic items and four interaction items) outperform
the first one but still could suffer the high variance issue since the cross-validation error is big.
high variance issue is typically expected to be resolved with more samples. But the inconsistency
between the perceived strategy and the expected scanpath pattern (mentioned in visualization
section) will certainly add the difficulty for training a model for our task. The two best perform
models were used to predict the combined group scanpaths. Results show that both models
predicted most of the combined group scanpaths as RL strategy, which is expected. Ending up
with a best performance in predicting RL+Tau group and worst in predicting Tau+Velocity
group.
To summarize, most of the findings from scanpath comparison supports the findings in
performance and strategy threshold. An inconsistency between the expected scanpath pattern and
gazeplot patterns in Tau group was found and could be a potential issue for the prediction model
training.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion
The main goal of this dissertation work is to expand our knowledge on dynamic
information sensemaking by investigating the performance, visual attention allocation and cue
usage in a multiple point relative judgment of Time to Contact (TTC, defined as the time
remaining for moving objects to certain locations) task. In specific, is to better understand
human’s visual behavior and judgement strategy in terms of cue usage in a specific multiple-point
relative judgment TTC task. Given the results from the study that has been conducted. This main
goal was achieved. This chapter will review the research and list out the key findings.

Research Review
Derived from general dynamic information, a multiple-point TTC relative judgment task
was chosen to be investigated with the following two main research questions.
Q1. Which visual cue(s) provided in the stimulus play more important role in a TTC
judgement with multiple-points (lateral motion)? Are there any other factors that
would affect the cue usage?
Q2. Is a relative judgement of TTC task constrained by cognitive capacity? If so, how
would the performance, and visual attention allocation changes according to the
number of the moving objects?
In order to address the first questions. Firstly, a thorough review on relevant study was
done to figure out the potential visual cues that could assist with the TTC judgement and some
potential factors that would affect them. Then according to the factors, an experiment was
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designed and conducted with a total of 24 participants recruited. In the experiment, the
independent variables include: Number of the object (Obj#), Task Questions (Task A–Firstarrival or Task B–Fastest one), Game complexity (high, or low). The dependent variables are
Performance, Perceived strategy and scanpath. The perceived strategy was collected was to help
understanding the first question. The second question was answered through the performance data
and scanpath analysis. Next, all the key findings were summarized.

Key Findings

Research Q1 – Perceived Strategy Key findings
The Q1 was reframe according to the defined cue category.
Q1(Reframe): Do participants have preference among the three the visual cues: Relative
location, Tau and Velocity? Will the preference dependent on the Tasks
and (or) Game complexity, and the object number?
Findings: Participants prefer to rely on Relative location to make judgement in both Task
A–First arrival and Task B–Fastest one, and under both Game complexity
level. Tau is more relied in Task A–First but still not as popular as RL.
Velocity is the least preferred cue even in the Task B –Fastest one which
requires a judgment of relative velocity. Participants tend to change their
strategies with increasing object number under the condition of B2 and the
threshold levels are five-object level and eight-object level.
Besides, an extended question was addressed based on Q1.
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Q1 (extended): Will the cue preference affect the performance? That is, if some visual
cue is more reliable to make the relative judgement of TTC task in
lateral motion?
Findings: Participants who chose Tau as the cue did outperform those who chose RL, in
fact, RL group shows the worst performance under the four different conditions
(A1, A2, B1 and B2). Also, the change in their strategy did yield a change in
performance, and the threshold for changes are consistent between the strategy
choice and the performance.

Research Q2 – Performance and Scanpath Key findings

Performance Key findings.
Q2(reframe): Will the relative judgement of TTC task in lateral motion case designed in
this study be constrained by cognitive capacity? In other word, will the
Object number affect the performance level?
Findings: Data shows that Number of object (Obj#) affects the performance
significantly. More Object# will yield worse performance. Therefore, it is
found that this relative judgement of TTC task in lateral motion case designed
in this study be constrained by cognitive capacity. The threshold levels in
performance (especially reaction time) under condition A2 and B2 are fiveobject level and eight-object level.
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Scanpath Key findings.
Q2(reframe): Will visual attention allocation change according to the number of the
moving objects?
Findings: A same trend in the features of Shape, Position and Length was found when
comparing different levels: the similarity is higher when comparing low
number object levels, like 2vs.3, 2vs.4, 2vs.5, and 2vs.6 while the similarity
gets lower when starting to compare these levels with higher number object
levels, like 2vs.7, 2vs.8, and 2vs.9. Clustering further supports the finding
above. Most of the findings from scanpath comparison supports the findings
in performance and strategy threshold.
Other findings regarding scanpath.
Scanpaths from RL groups show a high consistency with RL-alike search patterns, i.e.,
up-down-up pattern to check on the moving objects. The Velocity group’s scanpaths with fewer
objects shows a pursuit pattern as expected. However, the Tau group is the most inconsistent with
expected pattern. It tends to show Velocity-alike patterns in Task A and yields a RL-alike pattern
in B2 condition as well as when Obj# is high under A2 condition. Such inconsistency shows its
influence on the supervised learning models.
Overall, the two research questions were answered based on the data analysis. Relative
location is preferred in such TTC task. But it yields a relatively worse performance. The
judgement is constrained by the cognitive capacity, and both the performance and the perceived
strategy shows a consistent result. More importantly, an inconsistency between the scanpath
pattern and the expected visual search pattern, in particular, for the Tau was found. It made the
supervised learning model less accurate and will require more samples to train.
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Limitation and future work
The biggest limitation for this study is the small sample size, given the fact that each
participant contains much data especially when it comes to scanpath data. Only 24 participants
provided more than 2000 scanpath data sets. Still, this size of a sample is sufficient for a machine
learning. But overall, the performance data is statistically significant enough. Next, the perceived
strategy gained through the retrospective think-loud protocol may be too subjective to be reliable.
Besides, the judgment when interpreting the written strategy is also subjective.
Future work. It would be interesting to see how these findings from this study will
change if the TTC task is changed into an approach case. The visual cues will be changed in the
first place, but more importantly, will the scanpath better represent the strategy than in a lateral
motion case?
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Appendix A

Scanpath Visualization in summary
Table A-1. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Relative location
Condition
& Obj#

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Relative location cue

A1 – 2 obj
p11_g1_2_2

A1 – 3 obj

p13_g1_3_3

A1 – 4 obj
pp1_g1_4_10

A1 – 5 obj

pp7_g1_5_9
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Table A-1. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Relative location
Condition
& Obj#

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Relative location cue

A1 – 6 obj

pp12_g1_6_3

A1 – 7 obj

pp1_g1_7_2

A1 – 8 obj

pp9_g1_8_1

A1 – 9 obj
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Table A-1. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Relative location
Condition
& Obj#

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Relative location cue

pp7_g1_9_5

A2 – 2 obj
p7_g2_2_1

A2 – 3 obj

p11_g2_3_1

A2 – 4 obj

p7_g2_4_5
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Table A-1. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Relative location
Condition
& Obj#

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Relative location cue

A2 – 5 obj

p5_g2_5_1

A2 – 6 obj

p3_g2_6_1

A2 – 7 obj

pp7_g2_7_4
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Table A-1. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Relative location
Condition
& Obj#

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Relative location cue

A2 – 8 obj

p13_g2_8_10

A2 – 9 obj

pp7_g2_9_1

B1 – 2 obj
p8_g1_2_1
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Table A-1. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Relative location
Condition
& Obj#

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Relative location cue

B1 – 3 obj

pp4_g1_3_2

B1 – 4 obj

p6_g1_4_10

B1 – 5 obj

p10_g1_5_2

B1 – 6 obj

pp8_g1_6_10
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Table A-1. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Relative location
Condition
& Obj#

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Relative location cue

B1 – 7 obj

pp10_g1_7_9

B1 – 8 obj

pp8_g1_8_4

B1 – 9 obj

p10_g1_9_4
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Table A-1. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Relative location
Condition
& Obj#

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Relative location cue

B2 – 2 obj
p9_g2_2_1

B2 – 3 obj

p4_g2_3_3

B2 – 4 obj

9_g2_4_4

p2_g2_4_9

B2 – 5 obj

p4_g2_5_9
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Table A-1. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Relative location
Condition
& Obj#

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Relative location cue

B2 – 6 obj

p8_g2_6_4

B2 – 7 obj

p6_g2_7_10

B2 – 8 obj

p6_g2_8_6
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Table A-1. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Relative location
Condition
& Obj#

B2 – 9 obj

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Relative location cue

p6_g2_9_9

pp2_g2_9_1
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Table A-2. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Tau
Condition
and Obj #

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Tau cue

A1 – 2 obj
p3_g1_2_5

A1 – 3 obj

pp5_g1_3_1

A1 – 4 obj

p3_g1_4_1

A1 – 5 obj

p3_g1_5_1

p7_g1_5_1
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Table A-2. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Tau
Condition
and Obj #

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Tau cue

p3_g1_6_1

A1 – 6 obj

p7_g1_6_4

A1 – 7 obj

p3_g1_7_1

p5_g1_7_1
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Table A-2. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Tau
Condition
and Obj #

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Tau cue

A1 – 8 obj

p3_g1_8_1

A1 – 9 obj

p5_g1_9_3
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Table A-2. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Tau
Condition
and Obj #

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Tau cue

pp5_g1_9_9

A2 – 2 obj

p1_g2_2_1

pp3_g2_2_5

A2 – 3 obj

p1_g2_3_1

pp3_g2_3_2
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Table A-2. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Tau
Condition
and Obj #

A2 – 4 obj

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Tau cue

pp3_g2_4_6

pp3_g2_4_10

A2 – 5 obj

pp3_g2_5_1

pp3_g2_5_4

A2 – 6 obj

p5_g2_6_3
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Table A-2. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Tau
Condition
and Obj #

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Tau cue

p5_g2_6_7

A2 – 7 obj

pp3_g2_7_2
pp3_g2_8_1

A2 – 8 obj

pp3_g2_8_8
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Table A-2. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Tau
Condition
and Obj #

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Tau cue

A2 – 9 obj

pp3_g2_9_10

B1

None

B2 – 2 obj

None

B2 – 3 obj

None

B2 – 4 obj

None

B2 – 5 obj

p14_g2_5_5

p14_g2_5_10
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Table A-2. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Tau
Condition
and Obj #

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Tau cue

B2 – 6 obj

p14_g2_6_2

p14_g2_6_5

B2 – 7 obj

p14_g2_7_1
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Table A-2. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Tau
Condition
and Obj #

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Tau cue

p14_g2_7_6

p14_g2_7_10

B2 – 8 obj

None

B2 – 9 obj

None

Table A-3. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Velocity
Condition
and Obj#

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Velocity cue

A1

None

A2 – 2 obj
pp1_g2_2_5
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Table A-3. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Velocity
Condition
and Obj#

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Velocity cue

pp12_g2_2_4

A2 – 3 obj

pp1_g2_3_2

pp12_g2_3_4

A2 – 4 obj

pp1_g2_4_2

pp1_g2_4_9

A2 – 5 obj

pp1_g2_5_1
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Table A-3. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Velocity
Condition
and Obj#

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Velocity cue

pp1_g2_5_9

A2 – 6 obj

pp1_g2_6_10

pp12_g2_6_2

A2 – 7 obj

pp1_g2_7_1
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Table A-3. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Velocity
Condition
and Obj#

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Velocity cue

pp1_g2_7_7

A2 – 8 obj

pp1_g2_8_2

pp1_g2_8_10
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Table A-3. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Velocity
Condition
and Obj#

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Velocity cue

A2 – 9 obj

pp1_g2_9_5

pp1_g2_9_10

B1

B2 – 2 obj

None

pp6_g2_2_2

pp6_g2_2_8
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Table A-3. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Velocity
Condition
and Obj#

B2 – 3 obj

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Velocity cue

pp6_g2_3_4

pp6_g2_3_8

B2 – 4 obj

pp6_g2_4_3

pp6_g2_4_7

B2 – 5 obj

pp6_g2_5_2
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Table A-3. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Velocity
Condition
and Obj#

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Velocity cue

pp6_g2_5_10

pp6_g2_6_3

B2 – 6 obj

pp6_g2_6_9

B2 – 7 obj

pp6_g2_7_1
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Table A-3. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Velocity
Condition
and Obj#

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Velocity cue

pp6_g2_7_7

B2 – 8 obj

pp6_g2_8_3

pp6_g2_8_7
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Table A-3. Comparison between the scanpath and the perceived strategy – Velocity
Condition
and Obj#

B2 – 9 obj

Scanpath/Gazeplot example from Tobii that relies on Velocity cue

pp6_g2_9_6

pp6_g2_9_10
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Appendix B

R script for Eye-movement data cleaning and categorization
## This is a script for clean eye-movement data and pull out the interested information
## Input is a whole dataset for each participant that was exported from Tobii Studio
## Write the output data into a csv. File
####### First part for participants p1 – p14 #######
count <- data.frame()
name <- "ttc_Data_Export-p8.tsv" ## need to change for different participants
myData <- read.delim(file = name,header=TRUE)
myDataChar<-read.delim(file = name,header=TRUE,stringsAsFactors = FALSE) # this can keep
all as charaters
#1st col = Index, 2nd col = duration, 3rd col = FixationPointX (MCSpx), 4th col = FixationPointY
(MCSpx), 5th col = scenename (are characters)
fixData<cbind(myData$`FixationIndex`[myData$`GazeEventType`=='Fixation'],myData$`GazeEventDuration`[my
Data$`GazeEventType`=='Fixation'],
myData$FixationPointX..MCSpx.[myData$`GazeEventType`=='Fixation'],myData$FixationPointY..MCSp
x.[myData$`GazeEventType`=='Fixation'],
myDataChar$SceneName[myData$`GazeEventType`=='Fixation'])
colnames(fixData) <c("FixationIndex","GazeEventDuration","FixationPointX","FixationPointY","Scenename")
fixData_simp <- unique(fixData)
fixData_simp<-na.omit(fixData_simp)
fixData_simp<-fixData_simp[!(fixData_simp[,5]==""), ]
## write
for (i in c(1:2))
{
for (j in c(2:9))
{
for (k in c(1:10))
{
scenename <- paste("p8_g", toString(i), "_", toString(j) ,"_", toString(k), sep="")
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n <- length ( fixData_simp[(fixData_simp[,5]==scenename),2] )
count<-rbind.data.frame(count,n)
fixData_simp[(fixData_simp[,5]==scenename),5] <- rep(i*100+j*10+(k-1),times=n)
}
}
}
p <- fixData_simp[order(fixData_simp[,5]),c(1:5)]
filename <- paste("p8","_scanpath.csv") #toString(obj),
write.csv(p, file=filename,append = FALSE, quote = TRUE, sep = "",
eol = "\n", na = "NA", dec = ".", col.names = TRUE, qmethod = c("escape", "double"),
fileEncoding = "")
filename2 <- paste("p8","_count.csv") #toString(obj),
write.csv(count, file=filename2,append = FALSE, quote = TRUE, sep = "",
eol = "\n", na = "NA", dec = ".", col.names = TRUE, qmethod = c("escape", "double"),
fileEncoding = "")
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Appendix C

MATLAB codes for Vector-based Scanpath comparison
% MAIN function for consistency within each level
% Read scanpath from csv file through Import Data in the menu, ignore
NA
% for all trial, the order is from g1_2_1 to g1_9_10, to g2_2_1 to
g2_9_10
% total trials are 10*8*2 = 160, total levels are 8+8 =16
% note that the data in p1scanpath is the fixatioin location, not the
scan
% vector
screenSize = sqrt(1920^2+1080^2);
index = p1scanpath(:,2);
startIndex = find(index == 1);
endIndex = startIndex -1;
endIndex(endIndex == 0) =[];
endIndex = [endIndex;length(index)];
N= length(startIndex);
% this is for p14, missing one 1, so find the index using 2
shapeM = zeros(10*16,10);
positionM = zeros(10*16,10);
lengthM = zeros(10*16,10);
directionM = zeros(10*16,10);
durationM = zeros(10*16,10);
shapeMeanSd = zeros(16,2);
positionMeanSd = zeros(16,2);
lengthMeanSd = zeros(16,2);
directionMeanSd = zeros(16,2);
durationMeanSd = zeros(16,2);
% set the first scanpath for each level as the baseScanpath to compare
with
for level = 1:16 % 1-8 represents game1, 9-16 represents game2
i_skip =[];
for trial = 1:10
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%there are several missing data: p7,p11
(g1_9_9);p12(g1_9_10) pp11(g2_3_1)
%%%%%%%%%%%% the "blank" data was added with length of 2 so it
%%%%%%%%%%%% would be skipped
indexLevel = trial + 10*(level-1);
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basefixation_dura =
p1scanpath(startIndex(indexLevel):endIndex(indexLevel),3:5);% add
duration
% delete nan
basefixation_dura=
basefixation_dura(sum(isnan(basefixation_dura),2)==0,:);
if(length(basefixation_dura(:,1)) <= 2)
i_skip = [i_skip;i];
continue;
end
% get the fixation and the duration separately
basefixation = basefixation_dura(:,2:3);
baseDura = basefixation_dura(:,1);
%check to exclude the first three fixation location that is in
the center (y = [1080/2, 1080/2+200])
for first_in = 1:3
if (basefixation(first_in,2) > 1080/2)
continue;
else
break;
end
end
basefixation = basefixation(first_in:end,:);
if(length(basefixation(:,1)) <= 2)
i_skip = [i_skip;i];
continue;
end
baseScanpath = basefixation(2:end,:) - basefixation(1:end-1,:);
S1 = baseScanpath;
S1_dura = baseDura;
m = length(S1);
j=trial-1;
for i = indexLevel:level*10
j = j+1;
S2fixation_dura =
p1scanpath(startIndex(i):endIndex(i),3:5);
% delete nan
S2fixation_dura=
S2fixation_dura(sum(isnan(S2fixation_dura),2)==0,:);
if(length(S2fixation_dura(:,1)) <= 2)
i_skip = [i_skip;i];
continue;
end
% get the fixation and the duration separately
S2fixation = S2fixation_dura(:,2:3);
S2Dura = S2fixation_dura(:,1);
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%check to exclude the first three fixation location that is
in the center (y = [1080/2, 1080/2+200])
for first2_in = 1:3
if (S2fixation(first2_in,2) > 1080/2)
continue;
else
break;
end
end
S2fixation = S2fixation(first2_in:end,:);
S2 = S2fixation(2:end,:)-S2fixation(1:end-1,:);
S2_dura = S2Dura;
n = length(S2);
if(n <= 2)
i_skip = [i_skip;i];
continue;
end
[A,C,W]=Inputs(S1,S2);
[costs,paths] = dijkstra(A,C,1,length(W));
% determine the aligned scanpath
% size of the matrix m*n
S1A_in = ((paths-1) - mod((paths-1),n))/n + 1;
S2A_in = mod(paths,n);
S2A_in(S2A_in == 0) = n * ones(1,length(find(S2A_in ==0)));
% calculate the following five
% parameters:shape,position,length_p (same with length
function),direction,duration
% need to transfer to range of [0,100] with 0 means nonsimilar
diffS1S2 = S1(S1A_in,:) - S2(S2A_in,:);
shape = 100*(1 mean(diag(sqrt(diffS1S2*diffS1S2')))/screenSize); % difference of
vectors, then calculate the length
length_p = 100*(1 mean(abs((diag(sqrt(S1(S1A_in,:)*S1(S1A_in,:)')) diag(sqrt(S2(S2A_in,:)*S2(S2A_in,:)')))))/screenSize);% difference of
vector length, length first, difference later
diffFix = basefixation(S1A_in,:) - S2fixation
(S2A_in,:);

position = 100*(1 mean(diag(sqrt(diffFix*diffFix')))/screenSize);% fixation position
location difference
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cosTheta =
dot(S1(S1A_in,:)',S2(S2A_in,:)')'./diag(sqrt(S1(S1A_in,:)*S1(S1A_in,:)'
))./diag(sqrt(S2(S2A_in,:)*S2(S2A_in,:)')); % .*/length of both
direction = real(100 * (1- mean(acos(cosTheta))/pi));
duration = 100 *(1 - mean(abs(S1_dura(S1A_in)S2_dura(S2A_in))./max([S1_dura(S1A_in),S2_dura(S2A_in)],[],2)));
% differnce in fixation duration
if (isnan(shape) || isnan(position) || isnan(length_p) ||
isnan(direction) || isnan(duration) )
i_skip = [i_skip;i];
continue;
else

end

end

shapeM(indexLevel,j) = shape;
positionM(indexLevel,j) = position;
lengthM(indexLevel,j) = length_p;
directionM(indexLevel,j) = direction;
durationM(indexLevel,j) = duration;
end

%calculate the mean+-sd for each level
shapeM_ = shapeM((level-1)*10+1:level*10,:);
shapeMeanSd(level,:) =
[mean(shapeM_(shapeM_~=0&shapeM_~=100)),std(shapeM_(shapeM_~=0&shapeM_~
=100))];
positionM_ = positionM((level-1)*10+1:level*10,:);
positionMeanSd(level,:) =
[mean(positionM_(positionM_~=0&positionM_~=100)),std(positionM_(shapeM_
~=0&positionM_~=100))];
lengthM_ = lengthM((level-1)*10+1:level*10,:);
lengthMeanSd(level,:) =
[mean(lengthM_(lengthM_~=0&lengthM_~=100)),std(lengthM_(shapeM_~=0&leng
thM_~=100))];
directionM_ = directionM((level-1)*10+1:level*10,:);
directionMeanSd(level,:) =
[mean(directionM_(directionM_~=0&directionM_~=100)),std(directionM_(sha
peM_~=0&directionM_~=100))];
durationM_ = durationM((level-1)*10+1:level*10,:);
durationMeanSd(level,:) =
[mean(durationM_(durationM_~=0&durationM_~=100)),std(durationM_(shapeM_
~=0&durationM_~=100))];
end
feature_combined = [shapeMeanSd,
positionMeanSd,lengthMeanSd,directionMeanSd,durationMeanSd];
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% MAIN function to compare between levels
screenSize = sqrt(1920^2+1080^2);
index = pp4scanpath(:,2);
startIndex = find(index == 1);
endIndex = startIndex -1;
endIndex(endIndex == 0) =[];
endIndex = [endIndex;length(index)];
N= length(startIndex);
%coompare 2obj vs 3obj, 2obj vs 4obj.....
%game1 compare with game1, game2 compare with game2
shapeM = zeros(10*56,10);
positionM = zeros(10*56,10);
lengthM = zeros(10*56,10);
directionM = zeros(10*56,10);
durationM = zeros(10*56,10);
shapeMeanSd = zeros(56,2);
positionMeanSd = zeros(56,2);
lengthMeanSd = zeros(56,2);
directionMeanSd = zeros(56,2);
durationMeanSd = zeros(56,2);
% set the first scanpath for each level as the baseScanpath to compare
with
line = 0;
%for level = 1:7 % 1-8 represents game1, 9-16 represents game2
for level = 1:16
i_skip =[];
if level < 9
level_max = 8;
else
level_max = 16;
end
for level2 = level + 1 : level_max
line = line + 10;
for trial = 1:10
indexLevel = trial + 10*(level-1);
basefixation_dura =
pp4scanpath(startIndex(indexLevel):endIndex(indexLevel),3:5);
% delete nan
basefixation_dura=
basefixation_dura(sum(isnan(basefixation_dura),2)==0,:);
if(length(basefixation_dura(:,1)) <= 2)
i_skip = [i_skip;i];
continue;
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end
% get the fixation and the duration separately
basefixation = basefixation_dura(:,2:3);
baseDura = basefixation_dura(:,1);
%check to exclude the first three fixation location that is in
the

%center (y = [1080/2, 1080/2+200])
for first_in = 1:3
if (basefixation(first_in,2) > 1080/2)
continue;
else
break;
end
end
basefixation = basefixation(first_in:end,:);
baseScanpath = basefixation(2:end,:) - basefixation(1:end-1,:);
S1 = baseScanpath;
S1_dura = baseDura;
m = length(S1);
if(length(S1) <= 2)
i_skip = [i_skip;i];
continue;
end

j=0;
for i = 1 + (level2 -1)*10 : 10 + (level2 -1)*10
j = j+1;
S2fixation_dura =
pp4scanpath(startIndex(i):endIndex(i),3:5);
% delete nan
S2fixation_dura=
S2fixation_dura(sum(isnan(S2fixation_dura),2)==0,:);
if(length(S2fixation_dura(:,1)) <= 2)
i_skip = [i_skip;i];
continue;
end
% get the fixation and the duration separately
S2fixation = S2fixation_dura(:,2:3);
S2Dura = S2fixation_dura(:,1);
in the

%check to exclude the first three fixation location that is
%center (y = [1080/2, 1080/2+200])
for first2_in = 1:3
if (basefixation(first2_in,2) > 1080/2)
continue;
else
break;
end
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end
S2fixation = S2fixation(first2_in:end,:);
S2 = S2fixation(2:end,:)-S2fixation(1:end-1,:);
S2_dura = S2Dura;
n = length(S2);
if(n <= 2)
i_skip = [i_skip;i];
continue;
end
[A,C,W]=Inputs(S1,S2);
[costs,paths] = dijkstra(A,C,1,length(W));
% determine the aligned scanpath
% size of the matrix m*n
S1A_in = ((paths-1) - mod((paths-1),n))/n + 1;
S2A_in = mod(paths,n);
S2A_in(S2A_in == 0) = n * ones(1,length(find(S2A_in ==0)));
% calculate the following five
% parameters:shape,position,length_p (same with length
function),direction,duration
% need to transfer to range of [0,100] with 0 means nonsimilar
diffS1S2 = S1(S1A_in,:) - S2(S2A_in,:);
shape = 100*(1 mean(diag(sqrt(diffS1S2*diffS1S2')))/screenSize); % difference of
vectors, then calculate the length
length_p = 100*(1 mean(abs((diag(sqrt(S1(S1A_in,:)*S1(S1A_in,:)')) diag(sqrt(S2(S2A_in,:)*S2(S2A_in,:)')))))/screenSize);% difference of
vector length, length first, difference later
diffFix = basefixation(S1A_in,:) - S2fixation
(S2A_in,:);

position = 100*(1 mean(diag(sqrt(diffFix*diffFix')))/screenSize);% fixation position
location difference
cosTheta =
dot(S1(S1A_in,:)',S2(S2A_in,:)')'./diag(sqrt(S1(S1A_in,:)*S1(S1A_in,:)'
))./diag(sqrt(S2(S2A_in,:)*S2(S2A_in,:)')); % .*/length of both
direction = real(100 * (1- mean(acos(cosTheta))/pi));
duration = 100 *(1 - mean(abs(S1_dura(S1A_in)S2_dura(S2A_in))./max([S1_dura(S1A_in),S2_dura(S2A_in)],[],2)));%
differnce in fixation duration
%features_temp =
[shape,position,length_p,direction,duration];
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if (isnan(shape) || isnan(position) || isnan(length_p) ||
isnan(direction) || isnan(duration) )
i_skip = [i_skip;i];
continue;
else
shapeM(trial + line -10,j) = shape;
positionM(trial+ line -10,j) = position;
lengthM(trial+ line -10,j) = length_p;
directionM(trial+ line -10,j) = direction;
durationM(trial+ line -10,j) = duration;
end
end
end
end
end
%calculate the mean+-sd for each level
for compare = 1:56
shapeM_ = shapeM((compare-1)*10+1:compare*10,:);
shapeMeanSd(compare,:) =
[mean(shapeM_(shapeM_~=0)),std(shapeM_(shapeM_~=0))];
positionM_ = positionM((compare-1)*10+1:compare*10,:);
positionMeanSd(compare,:) =
[mean(positionM_(positionM_~=0)),std(positionM_(shapeM_~=0))];
lengthM_ = lengthM((compare-1)*10+1:compare*10,:);
lengthMeanSd(compare,:) =
[mean(lengthM_(lengthM_~=0)),std(lengthM_(shapeM_~=0))];
directionM_ = directionM((compare-1)*10+1:compare*10,:);
directionMeanSd(compare,:) =
[mean(directionM_(directionM_~=0)),std(directionM_(shapeM_~=0))];
durationM_ = durationM((compare-1)*10+1:compare*10,:);
durationMeanSd(compare,:) =
[mean(durationM_(durationM_~=0)),std(durationM_(shapeM_~=0))];
end
feature_combined = [shapeMeanSd,
positionMeanSd,lengthMeanSd,directionMeanSd,durationMeanSd];
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% DIJKSTRA (See Reference)
% Calculate Minimum Costs and Paths using Dijkstra's Algorithm
%
% Filename: dijkstra.m
%
% Description: Given vertices and edge connections for a graph
(represented by
%
either adjacency matrix or edge list) and edge costs that are
greater
%
than zero, this function computes the shortest path from one or
more
%
starting nodes to one or more termination nodes.
%
% Author:
%
Joseph Kirk
%
jdkirk630@gmail.com
% Date: 02/27/15
% Release: 2.0
function [costs,paths] = dijkstra(AorV,xyCorE,SID,FID,showWaitbar)
narginchk(2,5);
% Process inputs
[n,nc] = size(AorV);
[m,mc] = size(xyCorE);
if (nargin < 3)
SID = (1:n);
elseif isempty(SID)
SID = (1:n);
end
L = length(SID);
if (nargin < 4)
FID = (1:n);
elseif isempty(FID)
FID = (1:n);
end
M = length(FID);
if (nargin < 5)
showWaitbar = (n > 1000 && max(L,M) > 1);
end
% Error check inputs
if (max(SID) > n || min(SID) < 1)
eval(['help ' mfilename]);
error('Invalid [SID] input. See help note above.');
end
if (max(FID) > n || min(FID) < 1)
eval(['help ' mfilename]);
error('Invalid [FID] input. See help note above.');
end
[E,cost] = process_inputs(AorV,xyCorE);
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% Reverse the algorithm if it will be more efficient
isReverse = false;
if L > M
E = E(:,[2 1]);
cost = cost';
tmp = SID;
SID = FID;
FID = tmp;
isReverse = true;
end
% Initialize output variables
L = length(SID);
M = length(FID);
costs = zeros(L,M);
paths = num2cell(NaN(L,M));
% Create a waitbar if desired
if showWaitbar
hWait = waitbar(0,'Calculating Minimum Paths ... ');
end
% Find the minimum costs and paths using Dijkstra's Algorithm
for k = 1:L
% Initializations
iTable = NaN(n,1);
minCost = Inf(n,1);
isSettled = false(n,1);
path = num2cell(NaN(n,1));
I = SID(k);
minCost(I) = 0;
iTable(I) = 0;
isSettled(I) = true;
path(I) = {I};
% Execute Dijkstra's Algorithm for this vertex
while any(~isSettled(FID))
% Update the table
jTable = iTable;
iTable(I) = NaN;
nodeIndex = find(E(:,1) == I);
paths

% Calculate the costs to the neighbor nodes and record
for kk = 1:length(nodeIndex)
J = E(nodeIndex(kk),2);
if ~isSettled(J)
c = cost(I,J);
empty = isnan(jTable(J));
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end

end

end

if empty || (jTable(J) > (jTable(I) + c))
iTable(J) = jTable(I) + c;
if isReverse
path{J} = [J path{I}];
else
path{J} = [path{I} J];
end
else
iTable(J) = jTable(J);
end

% Find values in the table
K = find(~isnan(iTable));
if isempty(K)
break
else
% Settle the minimum value in the table
[~,N] = min(iTable(K));
I = K(N);
minCost(I) = iTable(I);
isSettled(I) = true;
end

% Store costs and paths
costs(k,:) = minCost(FID);
paths(k,:) = path(FID);
if showWaitbar && ~mod(k,ceil(L/100))
waitbar(k/L,hWait);
end

end
if showWaitbar
delete(hWait);
end

% Reformat outputs if algorithm was reversed
if isReverse
costs = costs';
paths = paths';
end
% Pass the path as an array if only one source/destination were
given
if L == 1 && M == 1
paths = paths{1};
end
% ----------------------------------------------------------------function [E,C] = process_inputs(AorV,xyCorE)
if (n == nc)
if (m == n)
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above.');

A = AorV;
A = A - diag(diag(A));
if (m == mc)
% Inputs = (A,cost)
C = xyCorE;
E = a2e(A);
else
% Inputs = (A,xy)
xy = xyCorE;
E = a2e(A);
D = ve2d(xy,E);
C = sparse(E(:,1),E(:,2),D,n,n);
end
else
eval(['help ' mfilename]);
error('Invalid [A,xy] or [A,C] inputs. See help note

end
else
if (mc == 2)
% Inputs = (V,E)
V = AorV;
E = xyCorE;
D = ve2d(V,E);
C = sparse(E(:,1),E(:,2),D,n,n);
elseif (mc == 3)
% Inputs = (V,E3)
E3 = xyCorE;
E = E3(:,1:2);
C = sparse(E(:,1),E(:,2),E3(:,3),n,n);
else
eval(['help ' mfilename]);
error('Invalid [V,E] or [V,E3] inputs. See help note
above.');
end
end
end
end
% Convert adjacency matrix to edge list
function E = a2e(A)
[I,J] = find(A);
E = [I J];
end
% Compute Euclidean distance for edges
function D = ve2d(V,E)
VI = V(E(:,1),:);
VJ = V(E(:,2),:);
D = sqrt(sum((VI - VJ).^2,2));
end
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Appendix D

MATLAB codes for K-clustering
%% K-means clustering algorithms
%extract the mean values in features_combined
features = feature_combined(:,1:2:9);
% Select an initial set of centroids
K = 2; % 2 Centroids
initial_centroids = features([3,20],:);
% Find the closest centroids for the examples using the
% initial_centroids
idx = findClosestCentroids(features, initial_centroids);
fprintf('\nRunning K-Means clustering on example dataset.\n\n');
% Settings for running K-Means
K = 2;
max_iters = 10;
% the progress of K-Means
[centroids, idx] = runkMeans(features, initial_centroids, max_iters,
true);
fprintf('\nK-Means Done.\n\n');
% plotDataPoints(features,idx,K);
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function idx = findClosestCentroids(X, centroids)
%FINDCLOSESTCENTROIDS computes the centroid memberships for every
example
%
idx = FINDCLOSESTCENTROIDS (X, centroids) returns the closest
centroids
%
in idx for a dataset X where each row is a single example. idx = m
x 1
%
vector of centroid assignments (i.e. each entry in range [1..K])
%
% Set K
K = size(centroids, 1);
idx = zeros(size(X,1), 1);
for i = 1:size(X,1)
distance = zeros(K,1);
for j =1:K
distance(j) = (norm(X(i,:)-centroids(j,:)))^2;
end
location = find(distance == min(distance));
if length(location)>1
idx(i) = location(1);
else
idx(i)=location;
end
end
%======================================================
end
function centroids = computeCentroids(X, idx, K)
%COMPUTECENTROIDS returns the new centroids by computing the means of
the
%data points assigned to each centroid.
%
centroids = COMPUTECENTROIDS(X, idx, K) returns the new centroids
by computing the means of the data points assigned to each centroid.
It is given a dataset X where each row is a single data point, a vector
idx of centroid assignments (i.e. each entry in range [1..K]) for each
example, and K, the number of centroids.
[m n] = size(X);
centroids = zeros(K, n);
for i =1:K
centroids(i,:) = mean(X((idx == i),:),1);
end
%======================================================
end
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function [centroids, idx] = runkMeans(X, initial_centroids, ...
max_iters, plot_progress)
%RUNKMEANS runs the K-Means algorithm on data matrix X, where each row
of X
%is a single example
%
[centroids, idx] = RUNKMEANS(X, initial_centroids, max_iters, ...
%
plot_progress) runs the K-Means algorithm on data matrix X, where
each
%
row of X is a single example. It uses initial_centroids used as the
%
initial centroids. max_iters specifies the total number of
interactions
%
of K-Means to execute. plot_progress is a true/false flag that
%
indicates if the function should also plot its progress as the
%
learning happens. This is set to false by default. runkMeans
returns
%
centroids, a Kxn matrix of the computed centroids and idx, a m x 1
%
vector of centroid assignments (i.e. each entry in range [1..K])
%
% Set default value for plot progress
if ~exist('plot_progress', 'var') || isempty(plot_progress)
plot_progress = false;
end
% Plot the data if we are plotting progress
if plot_progress
figure;
hold on;
end
% Initialize values
[m n] = size(X);
K = size(initial_centroids, 1);
centroids = initial_centroids;
previous_centroids = centroids;
idx = zeros(m, 1);
% Run K-Means
for i=1:max_iters
% Output progress
fprintf('K-Means iteration %d/%d...\n', i, max_iters);
if exist('OCTAVE_VERSION')
fflush(stdout);
end
% For each example in X, assign it to the closest centroid
idx = findClosestCentroids(X, centroids);
% Given the memberships, compute new centroids
centroids = computeCentroids(X, idx, K);
end
end
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Appendix E

MATLAB codes for machine learning
%% Multi-Class SVM
%% Initialize all to default
clc
clear all
close all
%% Data initialization
load trainData.mat;
%load trainY_double.mat;
load testData.mat;
%load testY_double.mat;
load AllData.mat;
%load Y_AllData.mat;
load trainY.mat;
load testY.mat;
%%delete the nan
index_nan = any(isnan(trainData), 2);
trainData(index_nan, :) = [];
trainY(index_nan,:) = [];
% add ^2
q_items = trainData.^2;
trainData_q = [trainData,q_items];
q_all_items = AllData.^2;
AllData_q = [AllData,q_all_items];
q_test_items = testData.^2;
testData_q = [testData, q_test_items];
% add interaction
trainData_inter = [trainData_q,trainData(:,4).*trainData(:,5),...
trainData(:,6).*trainData(:,7),trainData(:,8).*trainData(:,9)];
testData_inter

= [testData_q, testData(:,4).*testData(:,5),...

testData(:,6).*testData(:,7),testData(:,8).*testData(:,9)];
% pull out 70% for training 30% for cross validate
% try 80,20 and 90, 10
% trainIndex = randperm(2074,1452); %70% already saved
% trainIndex = randperm(2074,1660); %80%
trainIndex = randperm(2074,1867); %90%
trainData70 = trainData(trainIndex,:);
trainY70 = trainY(trainIndex,:);
trainData70_q = trainData_q(trainIndex,:);
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trainData70_inter = trainData_inter(trainIndex,:);
crossData30 = trainData;
crossData30(trainIndex,:)=[];
crossY30 = trainY;
crossY30(trainIndex,:)=[];
crossData30_q = trainData_q;
crossData30_q(trainIndex,:)=[];
crossData30_inter = trainData_inter;
crossData30_inter(trainIndex,:)=[];
%% SVM Classification --- 9 features
Model=svm.train(trainData70,trainY70,'kernel_function','rbf');
trainPredict=svm.predict(Model,trainData70);
crossPredict=svm.predict(Model,crossData30);
testPredict=svm.predict(Model,testData);
%[Model,predict] = svm.classify(Sample,class,Sample);
% disp('class predict')
% disp([class predict])
% Find Accuracy
Accuracy=mean(trainY70==trainPredict)*100;
fprintf('\nAccuracy =%d\n',Accuracy)
AccuracyCross=mean(crossY30==crossPredict)*100;
fprintf('\nAccuracyCross =%d\n',AccuracyCross)
%% SVM Classification --- 9 features + q items
Model_q=svm.train(trainData70_q,trainY70,'kernel_function','rbf');
trainPredict_q=svm.predict(Model_q,trainData70_q);
crossPredict_q=svm.predict(Model_q,crossData30_q);
testPredict_q=svm.predict(Model_q,testData_q);
%[Model,predict] = svm.classify(Sample,class,Sample);
% disp('class predict')
% disp([class predict])
% Find Accuracy
Accuracy_q=mean(trainY70==trainPredict_q)*100;
fprintf('\nAccuracy =%d\n',Accuracy)
AccuracyCross_q=mean(crossY30==crossPredict_q)*100;
fprintf('\nAccuracyCross =%d\n',AccuracyCross)
%% SVM Classification --- 9 features + q items + interaction items
Model_inter=svm.train(trainData70_inter,trainY70,'kernel_function','rbf
');
trainPredict_inter=svm.predict(Model_inter,trainData70_inter);
crossPredict_inter=svm.predict(Model_inter,crossData30_inter);
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testPredict_inter=svm.predict(Model_inter,testData_inter);
%[Model,predict] = svm.classify(Sample,class,Sample);
% disp('class predict')
% disp([class predict])
% Find Accuracy
Accuracy_inter=mean(trainY70==trainPredict_inter)*100;
fprintf('\nAccuracy =%d\n',Accuracy)
AccuracyCross_inter=mean(crossY30==crossPredict_inter)*100;
fprintf('\nAccuracyCross =%d\n',AccuracyCross)

%
%
%
%
%
%

See the reference
The following
Code is modified for multuclass svm
by Er.Abbas Manthiri BE
Email abbasmanthiribe@gmail.com
Date:15-03-2017

classdef svm
methods (Static)
function Model=train(training, groupnames, varargin)
classInstance=unique(groupnames);
svmValue=sum(classInstance);
nsample=length(classInstance);
if nsample>2
model=cell(1,nsample);
for i=1:nsample
classx=groupnames;
classx(classx==classInstance(i))=svmValue;
classx(classx~=svmValue)=1;
classx(classx==svmValue)=0;
model{i}=svmtrain(training,classx,varargin{:});
fprintf('Multi Class SVM Model for Class
Instance %d --->\n',classInstance(i))
disp(model{i})
end
else
model=svmtrain(training,groupnames,varargin{:});
fprintf('\nx Two class svm Model--->\n')
disp(model)
end
Model.model=model;
Model.classInstance=classInstance;
fprintf('\nTrain Model Completed\n')
end
function output=predict(Model,sample,varargin)
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model=Model.model;
classInstance=Model.classInstance;
nsample=length(classInstance);
if nsample>2
numberOfSamples=size(sample,1);
classRange=zeros(numberOfSamples,length(classInstance));
for i=1:nsample
[~,threshold]=svm.svmclassify(model{i},sample,varargin{:});
classRange(:,i)=threshold;
fprintf('\nMulti Class SVM classify values
Claculated for Class Instance %d ',classInstance(i))
end
[~,index]=max(transpose(classRange));
output=classInstance(index);
else
output=svm.svmclassify(model,sample,varargin{:});
end
fprintf('\n SVM Classification is completed\n')
end
function [outclass,val] = svmclassify(svmStruct,sample,
varargin)
% set defaults
plotflag = false;
% check inputs
narginchk(2, Inf);
% deal with struct input case
if ~isstruct(svmStruct)
error(message('stats:svmclassify:TwoInputsNoStruct'));
end
if ~isnumeric(sample) || ~ismatrix(sample)
error(message('stats:svmclassify:BadSample'));
end
if size(sample,2)~=size(svmStruct.SupportVectors,2)
error(message('stats:svmclassify:TestSizeMismatch'));
end
% deal with the various inputs
if nargin > 2
if rem(nargin,2) == 1
error(message('stats:svmclassify:IncorrectNumberOfArguments'));
end
okargs = {'showplot','-compilerhelper'};
for j=1:2:nargin-2
pname = varargin{j};
pval = varargin{j+1};
k = find(strncmpi(pname, okargs,numel(pname)));
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if isempty(k)
error(message('stats:svmclassify:UnknownParameterName', pname));
elseif length(k)>1
error(message('stats:svmclassify:AmbiguousParameterName', pname));
else
switch(k)
case 1 % plotflag ('SHOWPLOT')
plotflag = opttf(pval,okargs{k});
case 2 % help the compiler find required
function handles by including svmtrain
svmtrain(eye(2),[1 0]);
end
end
end
end
groupnames = svmStruct.GroupNames;
special...

% check group is a vector -- though char input is
if ~isvector(groupnames) && ~ischar(groupnames)
error(message('stats:svmclassify:GroupNotVector'));
end

% grp2idx sorts a numeric grouping var ascending, and a
string grouping
% var by order of first occurrence
[~,groupString,glevels] = grp2idx(groupnames);
% do the classification
if ~isempty(sample)
% shift and scale the data if necessary:
sampleOrig = sample;
if ~isempty(svmStruct.ScaleData)
for c = 1:size(sample, 2)
sample(:,c) =
svmStruct.ScaleData.scaleFactor(c) * ...
(sample(:,c) +
svmStruct.ScaleData.shift(c));
end
end
%
try
[outclass,val] = svm.svmdecision(sample,svmStruct);
%
catch ME
%
error(message('stats:svmclassify:ClassifyFailed', ME.message));
%
end
if plotflag
if isempty(svmStruct.FigureHandles)
warning(message('stats:svmclassify:NoTrainingFigure'));
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else
try
hAxis = svmStruct.FigureHandles{1};
hLines = svmStruct.FigureHandles{2};
hSV = svmStruct.FigureHandles{3};
% unscale the data for plotting purposes
[~,hClassLines] =
svmplotdata(sampleOrig,outclass,hAxis);
trainingString =
strcat(cellstr(groupString),' (training)');
sampleString =
strcat(cellstr(groupString),' (classified)');
legend([hLines(1),hClassLines(1),hLines(2),hClassLines(2),hSV],...
{trainingString{1},sampleString{1},...
trainingString{2},sampleString{2},'Support Vectors'});
catch ME
warning(message('stats:svmclassify:DisplayFailed', ME.message));
end
end
end
outclass(outclass == -1) = 2;
unClassified = isnan(outclass);
outclass = glevels(outclass(~unClassified),:);
%
if any(unClassified)
%
%
try
%
outclass =
statinsertnan(unClassified,outclass);
%
catch ME
%
if
~isequal(ME.identifier,'stats:statinsertnan:LogicalInput')
%
rethrow(ME);
%
else
%
error(message('stats:svmclassify:logicalwithNaN'));
%
end
%
end
%
end
else
outclass = [];
end
end
function [out,f] = svmdecision(Xnew,svm_struct)
%SVMDECISION Evaluates the SVM decision function
%

Copyright 2004-2012 The MathWorks, Inc.

sv = svm_struct.SupportVectors;
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alphaHat = svm_struct.Alpha;
bias = svm_struct.Bias;
kfun = svm_struct.KernelFunction;
kfunargs = svm_struct.KernelFunctionArgs;

end

end

end

f = (feval(kfun,sv,Xnew,kfunargs{:})'*alphaHat(:)) + bias;
out = sign(f);
% points on the boundary are assigned to class 1
out(out==0) = 1;

function [Model,predicted] = classify(Sample,class,SampleTest)
Model=svm.train(Sample,class);
predicted=svm.predict(Model,SampleTest);
end
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